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Truth, Falsity, and Unity

1 Sentences, Lists, and Collections
We start from the traditional and familiar observation that a sentence has a
certain unity, distinguishing it from a ‘mere list’ of words, as it is often put. In
virtue of that unity, a sentence manages not merely to mention the things its
component words refer to or are about, as a list would do, but to accomplish
something in respect of those referents, to ‘make a move in the language-game’,
in Wittgenstein’s arresting phrase,¹ or, in an older terminology that has been
influential down the ages, to achieve a perfecta oratio.² The point that a sentence
manages to do more than a mere list goes back to a well-known passage in
Plato’s Sophist, where we are told that the sentence ‘man understands’ reveals
something

about the things that are or are becoming or that have been or are going to be, and
does not merely name, but achieves something (perainei ti), by interweaving (sumplekôn)
verbs with names. Wherefore we affirm that it says (legein) [something] and does
not merely name (onomazein), and indeed we have bestowed the name logos on this
combination.³

Now a sentence makes not just any old move in the language-game,
but a move of a special kind; it is perfect in a distinctive way; it achieves
something unprecedented. As Monboddo put it in his treatise on the origin of
language,

[I]t is evident, that any number of words, expressing in the most clear and accurate
manner the several things they stand for, would convey no meaning at all, if they
were not some way or another connected together. For though the bare utterance
of the words would let us know that the speaker had the ideas affixed to the words;
yet, without some connection of those words, there would be no speech, because there

¹ [5], I, §49.
² See Priscian, Inst. Gramm. 17. 3 (Keil ii, pp. 108.16–109.3). Cf. Abelard [2], p. 148.27–8; de Rijk

[4], pp. 95–6. On Peter of Spain’s use of the terminology, see Prior [3], p. 15.
³ Sophist 262d2–6.
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2 truth, falsity, and unity

would be neither affirmation nor denial, prayer or command expressed, nor any other
operation of the mind.⁴

Of course, contrary to what our author here seems to suggest, lists as well as
sentences may have a kind of unity. Some lists indeed have an implied sentential
unity: a shopping list given by one person to another, for instance, might
have the implied structure ‘[you are to buy the following things:] five red
apples, . . .’. But the point in framing a contrast between sentences and ‘mere
lists’ is that a list need not, just as such, have the kind of unity that is distinctive of
sentences: a list can indeed be a mere list. One might have framed the contrast
differently, in terms of the difference between sentences and, for example,
sheer unorganized medleys or assemblages of words—collections that are not
sufficiently coherent even to merit the label ‘list’—and the traditional problem
of the unity of the sentence is indeed sometimes posed in such terms. After all,
it is not as though just any conceivable item we pick to contrast with sentences
and their distinctive kind of unity will inevitably have unity of some sort: surely
we might contrast sentences with medleys of objects (words, as it might be)
having, as such—or being conceived in this context to have—no kind of unity.

For any such medley, it is doubtless a short step to conceiving it as
unified—indeed in calling the item in question a medley, in thinking of
it as a single entity at all, one has presumably already taken that minimal
step.⁵ For surely any plurality can be unified, and contrariwise: pluralitas et
unitas convertuntur —or so one would naı̈vely think. At any rate, we see this
two-way process in operation constantly—the unification of plurality and the
plurification of unity—and the gracing of a hitherto unassembled collection
of objects with the title of unity, or the articulation into discrete parts of
what had hitherto counted as an undifferentiated whole, are processes that
can be of enduring significance in our lives. To take an obvious case of the
former type of transaction: the constellations of the zodiac are, in one sense,
wholly artificially assembled. We have, since time immemorial, grouped into
these constellations stars which, considered objectively, stand in no significant
natural relation to one another, save that of belonging to a common space–time
manifold, and in many cases, despite their apparent relative proximity judged
by the naked eye from the surface of our planet—as seen from a ship at sea
on a clear night, say—are in fact separated by such enormous distances in
the plane of the ecliptic that their mutual influence is negligible. To be sure,
stellar constellations are perhaps a rather unexciting example of collections of

⁴ Monboddo, II. i, §1 (vol. ii, p. 16); cf. Hobbes [1], I. ii, §3.
⁵ Cf. Frege, letter to Russell of 28 July 1902 ([22], p. 222): ‘Indem man von einer Vielheit oder

Menge etwas aussagt, behandelt man sie als Gegenstand’.
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loosely related entities: after all, their members are physical objects of a broadly
similar composition. But we can easily come up with more heterogeneous
groupings of objects—for instance, to borrow an example of Husserl’s which
was criticized by Frege: redness, the Moon, and Napoleon;⁶ or, even more
miscellaneously, the centre of gravity of the universe, Mont Blanc’s snowfields,
Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar, the cardinal number bω, the sound of middle
C-sharp played on a clarinet, the murder of Wallenstein, the mereological sum
of my cat Hesperus and the planet Venus, and my current headache.

It would seem that even the most outrageously gerrymandered collection
of disparate items still has a unity of a sort, or, as I noted above, if it does not
have any natural unity, it surely can, by the slightest of ontological swerves,
be invested with a unity—if only the minimal unity accruing to it in virtue
of its being that very collection.⁷ At least, that is what, as I put it above, one
would naı̈vely suppose. But here the reader may be tempted to object that
our slogan ‘pluralitas et unitas convertuntur’ cannot be granted unrestricted
application. As David Lewis remarks, following a long line of commentators,
‘we dare not say that whenever there are some things, there is a class of them,
because there can be no class of all non-self-members’.⁸ Lewis here alludes to
what is known as Russell’s paradox,⁹ which concerns the class of all classes that
are not members of themselves, a class which, if it existed, would both have to
contain and not contain itself as a member. But I shall for the moment ignore
this putative exception to our slogan, and embrace the following permissive
collection-formation principle: wherever and whenever there are some things,
there is a collection comprising just those things. This principle actually adapts
to the case of collections Lewis’s own formulation of an unrestricted principle
of mereological fusion:¹⁰ he, of course, would not approve of the adaptation, as
the passage cited above indicates. But I postpone the question of our principle’s
status and justification to later in this study (§§63, 79).

A collection’s attaining to whatever degree of unity it possesses is, despite the
language I employed in the last paragraph of ‘investing’ the item in question
with unity, not a matter of whether anyone ever thinks of it as a unified
collection or not—nor even whether anyone can think of it as unified, unless

⁶ Husserl [1], p. 74. Frege’s objection is driven by his intensionalist approach to classes: [9],
pp. 322–3 ([21], pp. 185–6). Cf. Angelelli [1], pp. 97–101. I return to this point in §33 below.

⁷ Cf. Lewis [7], pp. 12–13.
⁸ [5], p. 8. Cf. Zermelo [2], p. 124; Gödel apud Wang [3], p. 260; Wang [2], pp. 310–11.
⁹ Some writers call it the Russell–Zermelo paradox in recognition of the fact that, though it was

independently discovered and popularized by Russell, in strict chronological terms it had already been
formulated by Zermelo: see G. H. Moore, p. 105; Ebbinghaus, pp. 45–7. But I shall continue to use
the standard label.

¹⁰ [5], pp. 7, 74, 79–81.
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one takes that proviso in a thin, transcendental sense amounting to no genuine
constraint on the existence of the relevant collection. For I want no truck with
any kind of psychologism (such as Husserl embraces¹¹) about the ontological
status of arbitrary collections.¹² Nor do I require that a collection be in any
substantial sense collectible, let alone collected, by anyone at any time. In
espousing realism about collections I follow Gödel:

Classes and concepts may . . . be conceived as real objects, namely classes as ‘pluralities
of things’ or as structures consisting of a plurality of things and concepts as the properties
and relations of things existing independently of our definitions and constructions.¹³

Gödel here adjoins to his realism about classes a parallel realism (as opposed
to a conceptualism, or constructivism, or conventionalism) about concepts,
‘which, as well as their properties, we can create as little as [we can] the
primitive constituents of matter and their properties’;¹⁴ and I endorse that too.
The realism of my position on collections comes out in the twin facts that
(i) I agree with Husserl against Frege that such collections do not require any
lawlike and antecedently stateable collecting principle, that no entities are so
disparate, so ontologically ill-matched, so minimally related to each other, or
so many that they cannot form a unified collection; and (ii) I agree with Frege
against Husserl, and with Gödel, in rejecting a psychologistic or constructivist
account of what unifies collections.

It might be tempting to connect the existence of such arbitrary collec-
tions with the thesis that there are more objects than names—that there are
uncountably many objects, but only countably many names.¹⁵ But the fact that
there exist arbitrary collections, collections with no purely general, conceptual
principle of membership, no antecedently formulable concept-expression that
collects the relevant objects in a lawlike way, is not significantly related to the
fact—if it is one, a matter to which I shall return shortly (§5)—that there are
only countably many names. Entailment fails in both directions: (i) concepts, so
understood, may collect uncountably many objects; and (ii) countable and even
finite collections may be arbitrarily assembled, that is, may be associated with
no purely conceptual principle of membership.¹⁶ Presumably the miscellany I
mentioned above (the centre of gravity of the universe, etc.) is a case of a finite
collection with no general collecting principle: I say ‘presumably’, because we

¹¹ Husserl deploys the example I have cited in the text in a context where he is arguing for
psychologism about collections.

¹² Cf. Black [3], p. 618; Jubien [1], pp. 91–2. ¹³ Gödel, ii, p. 128.
¹⁴ Gödel, iii, p. 360. Cf. von Kutschera [2], p. 321; Crocco [2], esp. pp. 188–90. In this Gödel

follows Frege, whose concepts (Begriffe) are not necessarily ‘denoted by expressions of any language we
use or understand’ (C. Parsons [2], p. 283).

¹⁵ So Muller, p. 421. ¹⁶ Cf. Hale [2], pp. 242–3.
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cannot rule out a priori that a future pure or applied science will discover some
theoretically or empirically significant kind to which just these objects belong.
But it seems unlikely. Note that the fact of their being mentioned together in
this book does not yield a collecting principle for those objects within the mean-
ing of the act; and in general we may observe that a principle of collection whose
specification depends in any essential way on enumerating the elements of the
collection—so a specification of what it is to be φ along the lines of the schema

φx ↔ (x = a) ∨ (x = b) ∨ . . . ,¹⁷—

does not count as conceptual in the relevant sense, because it is not purely
general (lawlike). The idea of a concept’s antecedent availability, in the sense
I have just specified, is going to be important for me in due course (especially
in §79), and I pause here to draw attention to it and to distinguish it from
another idea with which it might be confused, that of recursiveness. Again,
entailment fails in both directions: (i) finite collections are recursive but not
necessarily collected by an antecedently available concept; and (ii) although,
as is familiar, the consequences of any consistent, recursive set of axioms
strong enough to prove statements of elementary arithmetic themselves form
a non-recursive set,¹⁸ that set, though non-recursive, does have a principle of
collection which is antecedently available, in my sense, seeing that we are able
to specify precisely the axioms we have in mind, and what it is for a sentence
to be a consequence of those axioms.¹⁹

The key point about the items with which we find ourselves contrasting
sentences together with their distinctively sentential kind of unity is that these
contrasting items do not, as such (or as conceived in this context), have
sentential unity. Perhaps they do not (or are not being conceived to) have
any kind of unity at all; or perhaps they (are being allowed to) form an at
least minimal unity, the sort of unity that accrues to a mere collection, in
which nothing unifies the collected items beyond their belonging to just that
collection; or perhaps, finally, they (are being conceived to) enjoy some higher
degree of unity than that pertaining to a bare collection, such as evincing a
principle of ordering, a functional coherence, or a common natural kind. But,
whatever the extent of their unity or disunity, the point is that such unity as
the relevant items have falls short (or is being conceived in this context to fall
short) of the unity enjoyed by sentences. At least, that will be so if the items
we are contrasting with sentences are the kind of thing for which the question

¹⁷ Cf. Ramsey [2], p. 22. ¹⁸ See e.g. Enderton [2], pp. 234–41.
¹⁹ The same applies to the set of (Gödel numbers of ) sentences of first-order logic that are not

theorems: Wright [4], p. 400.
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of unity arises in the first place. But that will surely be the case: for I take
it that only pluralities can be unities. It would be misguided to raise up for
comparison with a unified sentence such entities as the Parmenidean sphere,
the Leibnizian monad, or the Tractarian simple object: for all such entities,
if they are conceivable at all, are supposed to be absolutely simple, in which
case no question of their unity as individual entities can arise.²⁰ The interesting
question is not what distinguishes sentences from these purportedly absolutely
simple entities, given that, even waiving the issue of the intelligibility of such
supposed simples, the mere fact that sentences are (semantically)²¹ complex will
serve to make the distinction. Rather, the question we need to address is what
distinguishes sentences from other complex linguistic expressions which either
lack all unity or have some degree of coherence or order but not enough to
constitute them as sentences. So long as the items we select for contrast have
at most a degree of unity falling short of full sentential unity (or are not being
regarded, in this context, as having that kind of unity), we can sensibly use
them to draw the needed contrast—to ask what, when we move from items of
this sort to sentences, constitutes the moment of sentential unity. The contrast
between a unified sentence and a (mere) list has been the traditional starting
point for posing the problem of sentential unity, and so long as it is understood
in the way I have indicated, it is in my judgement unobjectionable.

2 Declarative and Other Kinds of Sentence
Sentences can have different kinds of mood—declarative, interrogative, imper-
ative, and so on—but the question ‘What does the characteristic unity of a
sentence consist in?’ has traditionally been posed just in the case of the declar-
ative sentence, that is, the sort of sentence that can be true or false, a definition
of Aristotelian provenance.²² Indeed the logical tradition has concentrated on
the declarative sentence in its investigations into semantical questions gen-
erally. Sometimes, no doubt, the privileging of the declarative sentence has
been applied unthinkingly, or on the basis of a scientistic prejudice in favour
of descriptive discourse; but that has by no means always been the case. In
his seminal paper ‘General Semantics’, Lewis mentioned two distinct though
closely related strategies for justifying the tradition’s partiality for the declarative

²⁰ Contra Meirav, p. 240 n. 27. ²¹ See §6 below.
²² Int. 17a2–3. Cf. Sextus, Adv. Math. 8. 12: the Stoic definition of the axiôma. In the medieval

period the Boethian definition of the propositio (i.e. the declarative sentence) as oratio verum falsumve
significans ([2], i, p. 1174, B7–8; cf. Kretzmann, p. 771) was highly influential. Cf. Nuchelmans [1],
pp. 123–37; [4], p. 197.
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sentence.²³ In the first place, it might be assumed, in the manner of so-called
speech-act theories,²⁴ that if a semantical question could be answered in the
case of the declarative sentence, the answer would apply to other types of
sentence, which are (on this approach) generated from underlying declarative
sentence-radicals by the prefixing of appropriate mood indicators.²⁵ So, for
example, the imperative ‘Shut the door!’ and the interrogative ‘Is the door
shut?’ would be taken to be generated from the base form ‘The door is shut’ by
the prefixing of operators with the rough meaning ‘Make it the case that . . . !’
and ‘Is it the case that . . .?’ respectively. Alternatively, non-declarative sen-
tences might be regarded as generated by a suitable transformational grammar
from declarative structures containing appropriate performative components:
so ‘Shut the door!’ and ‘Is the door shut?’ would be taken to be generated
from base structures of the form ‘I order you to shut the door’ and ‘I ask you
whether the door is shut’ respectively. Strategies of these forms have long been
anticipated in the logico-grammatical tradition, for example by Apollonius
Dyscolus, Peter Abelard, and Paul of Venice in ancient and medieval times,²⁶
and by Hobbes and Destutt de Tracy in the early modern period.²⁷ Note that,
here and throughout, I distinguish between mood and force: the former is a
semantic notion, the latter a pragmatic one. Of course there are conventional
connections between the two, but these connections hold only ‘for the most
part’. For example, the interrogative mood is conventionally associated with
performing the speech act of asking a question, but that connection is not
as tight as an entailment, in either direction: one can perform the speech act
of asking a question without employing the interrogative mood, and one can
employ that mood without performing that speech act.²⁸

A third justification is suggested by Davidson. Concerning ‘imperatives,
interrogatives, sentences which tell us our duties, or what is good, bad, or
beautiful’, he writes:

Some sentences of these types may be neither true nor false, but all of them are related
logically or evidentially to sentences that are true or false, and it is unlikely that the

²³ [1], pp. 37–44. ²⁴ Cf. Searle [1], pp. 22–33, 122–3; [2], pp. 42–4.
²⁵ The terminology of ‘sentence-radicals’ derives from Wittgenstein: [5], p. 27; [2], p. 11.
²⁶ For details see Nuchelmans [1], pp. 102, 148–9, 267–8.
²⁷ Hobbes [2], I, §6; Destutt de Tracy [1], ii, pp. 47–55: cf. Nuchelmans [5], pp. 126–7, 181. See

also Bolzano [2], §22, with Textor [1], pp. 12–13; Frege [17], pp. 60–2 ([21], pp. 344–6), with von
Kutschera [1], pp. 73–4; Chomsky [1], pp. 80–1, 106–7; [3], p. 46; Z. Harris, pp. 93, 202–3, 212;
Kimball, pp. 121–2.

²⁸ Mood, so understood, has often been called ‘mode’ in the tradition (see e.g. J. Harris, I. viii,
pp. 140–72), and it is common today to apply the label ‘force’ to semantic mood (see e.g. Cook and
Newson, p. 103), but that usage frequently conceals a confusion between semantics and pragmatics and
is best avoided: see further §83 below.
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semantics of such sentences can be given without appeal to their relations to sentences
for which we know the truth-conditions. This is obvious in the case of imperatives
and interrogatives. We understand an imperative if and only if we know under what
conditions what it orders or commands is obeyed. The possible answers to a question
are sentences related syntactically and semantically to the question, and the answers
have a truth-value, even if the questions do not.²⁹

All of these justifications seem to me to have something to be said for them.
On the assumption that one or other of these strategies can be made good,
I will be adhering to the traditional policy of posing the question of unity
in respect of specifically declarative sentences, thereby pinning my faith on
the supposition that, by some device or other, any satisfactory account of the
unity of the declarative sentence will be extendable to non-declaratives. I do
not thereby rule out other approaches to unity which take a different kind of
‘move in the language-game’—say, questions or commands—to be central,
and treat the unity of the declarative sentence as derivative.³⁰ Perhaps such
alternative approaches are possible: if they are, it will be a good question how
much of the account I am going to offer can be carried over to these different
approaches. But that is a matter I leave to one side.

3 Declarative Sentences and Propositions
In classical Latin, the word ‘propositio’ meant the major premiss of a syllogism,³¹
but in medieval philosophical texts it is used to mean ‘declarative sentence’,
taken to be an item (usually a token) at the level of spoken, written, or
mental language, unless this implication is expressly cancelled by the insertion
of an appropriate qualification; and this usage persisted into the era of the
vernacular, in which (for example) English texts deployed ‘proposition’ as
their standard rendering of ‘propositio’. Thus, in Thomas Wilson’s The Rule of
Reason (1551), a proposition is defined as ‘a sentence uttered in plain wordes
expressly signifying either truth or falshed [= falsehood]’.³² But in recent
decades propositions have usually been taken by analytic philosophers to be the
meanings of declarative sentences, rather than those (token or type) sentences
themselves—or rather to be their cognitive meanings, that is, just so much of the
meanings of declarative sentences as is relevant to their truth or falsity (compare

²⁹ [2], p. 124. Cf. Wiggins [1], p. 22; Dummett [2], p. 307; Tugendhat [2], pp. 72–6.
³⁰ Cf. Wittgenstein [5], I, §22.
³¹ Cicero, De Inv. 1. 62; cf. Quintilian, Institutio 5. 14. 5; Kneale and Kneale, pp. 177–8.
³² Wilson, Biiii. Cf. Watts, II, chs. 1 and 2, pp. 116–48; Kneale and Kneale, p. 299; Prior [3],

pp. 16–17.
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Wilson’s ‘in plain wordes’).³³ In what follows I shall omit the qualification
‘cognitive’ when I speak of the meanings of declarative sentences, taking it to
be understood. Of course, apart from containing affective elements irrelevant
to truth-value, sentences may, and typically will, contain indexical features,
which may be implicit rather than explicit.³⁴ If propositions, thought of as
the meanings of declarative sentences, are to be fully determinate, then they
must, given the phenomenon of indexicality, be the meanings of declarative
sentences whose indexical parameters are treated as semantically fixed.³⁵

Note that the meaning of a declarative sentence cannot coherently be
identified either with that very type sentence, or with a token of it. This is
obvious in the case of token sentences, for, waiving the issue of the extent
to which distinct tokenings—that is, (spatio-)temporally located utterances,
inscriptions, or entertainings—of different type (abstract) sentences can mean the
same, it must at least be possible for distinct tokenings of the same type sentence,
in which any indexical parameters present in that sentence are fixed in the same
way, to mean the same. But if distinct token sentences can mean the same, we
cannot, on pain of breaching the logic of identity, allow meanings to be token
sentences. In his ‘The Foundations of Mathematics’ (1925), Ramsey suggested
that propositions, taken to be the meanings of declarative sentences, might be
construed as type sentences:³⁶ but this suggestion is also wide of the mark, and
was by implication contradicted by Ramsey himself in his paper ‘Universals’
(also of 1925), where we are told that ‘Socrates is wise’ and ‘Wisdom is a
characteristic of Socrates’—though plainly distinct sentences—‘express the
same proposition’.³⁷ And, whatever restrictions we place on the extent to
which distinct type sentences can mean the same—a thorny issue which I shall
revisit in due course—we must allow for at least the theoretical possibility of
synonymy between distinct type sentences, say between two distinct sentences
of the same or different languages that are identically constructed from pairwise
distinct but synonymous components. For it seems to be a general constraint
on the very idea of linguistic meaning that distinct linguistic types can in
principle mean the same:³⁸ without this governing idea, it is not clear that
there would be anything to call linguistic meaning. But, again, if distinct type
sentences can mean the same, we cannot allow meanings to be type sentences.

Following Moore in his 1899 article ‘The Nature of Judgment’,³⁹ Russell
announced in The Principles of Mathematics (1903) a new non-linguistic sense of

³³ Cf. Quine [4], p. 139. ³⁴ Cf. Lemmon, pp. 91–2, 101–2.
³⁵ Cf. Quine [4], p. 139; Künne [1], pp. 198–9. ³⁶ [2], p. 33; cf. p. 274.
³⁷ [2], p. 116. ³⁸ Cf. Haller, p. 83.
³⁹ See G. E. Moore [2], esp. pp. 4–5. Cf. King [2], p. 505.
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the word ‘proposition’.⁴⁰ When propositions are first introduced in that work,
they are defined as ‘anything that is true or that is false’,⁴¹ but any impression
that we have to do with declarative sentences—as the echo of Aristotle
might encourage us to believe—is dissipated by Russell’s subsequent remark
that ‘a proposition, unless it happens to be linguistic [i.e. unless it is about
words: RG] does not itself contain words: it contains the entities indicated by
words’.⁴² In his unpublished essay ‘On Meaning and Denotation’, which his
editors date to the latter part of 1903, Russell discusses the proposition that
Arthur Balfour is a nephew of Lord Salisbury, and indicates that the constituents
of the proposition are Arthur Balfour, Lord Salisbury, and the relation of
being a nephew.⁴³ And we might also here recall Russell’s famous remark in
a letter to Frege written in 1904 to the effect that Mont Blanc is, ‘in spite
of all its snowfields, a component part of what is really asserted in the Satz
‘‘Mont Blanc is higher than 4000 metres’’ ’; he adds that what is asserted is
the ‘object of the thought, and this is in my view a certain complex (an
objektiver Satz, one might say), in which Mont Blanc itself is a component
part’.⁴⁴ But the shift to the new usage can hardly be said to have occurred
cleanly, and Frege speaks for many readers of Russell’s early work when he
remarks: ‘Often I am in doubt as to whether I ought to understand by the
word ‘‘proposition’’ an expression of a thought formed out of audible or visible
signs, or a thought.’⁴⁵ Ironically enough, though something like the above sense
of ‘proposition’, according to which it refers to what a declarative sentence
expresses rather than to the sentence itself, has become firmly embedded in
the analytical tradition,⁴⁶ Russell soon abandoned it,⁴⁷ and Moore may have
done so as well.⁴⁸ In his 1913 manuscript Theory of Knowledge, Russell classifies
propositions as linguistic entities,⁴⁹ in harmony once again with the medieval
tradition, and this usage was (at least officially) maintained in ‘The Philosophy
of Logical Atomism’ of 1918, where we are told that ‘a proposition is just

⁴⁰ An important terminological feature of Russell’s revolt from idealism was his substituting (under
Moore’s influence) the term ‘proposition’ for ‘judgment’. The changeover occurs in Russell’s 1899
paper ‘The Classification of Relations’: Imaguire, pp. 9–12.

⁴¹ [3], §13. ⁴² [3], §51. ⁴³ [18], p. 319 with n. 4.
⁴⁴ Letter of 12 Dec. 1904 (Frege [22], pp. 250–1). ‘Objektiver Satz’ is Russell’s rendering of

‘proposition’ (Hylton [1], p. 171 n. 6).
⁴⁵ [16], p. 239 ([21], p. 336).
⁴⁶ Perhaps in Frege’s rather than Russell’s version: see §13 below.
⁴⁷ Though not as early as his 1905 paper ‘On Denoting’, as is sometimes suggested. See here

Pelham and Urquhart, pp. 309–13. Indeed, even after Russell had officially espoused (in 1910) the
multiple relation theory of judgement, which dispensed with propositions, he nevertheless formulated
his principle of acquaintance in terms that seem to presuppose the existence of worldly propositions:
[8], p. 32; B. Linsky [2], p. 42.

⁴⁸ See [1], pp. 56, 265, with Olson, p. 47 n. 1, and Cartwright [2], p. 127 n. 26. ⁴⁹ [9], p. 105.
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a symbol’ and is ‘a sentence in the indicative’,⁵⁰ and in his Introduction to
Mathematical Philosophy of 1919, where a proposition is ‘a form of words which
expresses what is either true or false’.⁵¹ (Thereafter, Russell discarded both
these approaches in favour of a form of psychologism about the proposition;
but that change takes us beyond the period of Russell’s activity of interest to
us here.⁵²)

The shift in our understanding of the location and status of proposi-
tions, inaugurated by Moore and Russell, decisive as it was for the course
of modern analytic philosophy, was not in fact a new departure in the
tradition. Setting aside for the moment Fregean ‘judgeable contents’ (beur-
teilbare Inhalte),⁵³ later ‘Thoughts’ (Gedanken), which though chronologically
prior to Moorean propositions in their conception were not widely known
about until Moore’s and Russell’s contributions had fixed the tradition,
anticipations might reasonably be claimed (to itemize only some of the
more prominent and familiar cases) for Stoic axiômata,⁵⁴ Abelard’s dicta
(and the enuntiabilia of some of his contemporaries),⁵⁵ Burleigh’s proposi-
tiones in re,⁵⁶ Adam Wodeham’s significabilia per complexum and Gregory of
Rimini’s complexe significabilia,⁵⁷ Christian Wolff ’s propositiones/Urteile,⁵⁸ Leib-
niz’s propositiones,⁵⁹ and Bolzano’s Sätze an sich:⁶⁰ these are all propositionally
structured entities that can be regarded as the meanings of spoken or written
declarative sentences rather than as the sentences themselves, as I shall briefly
explain.

Stoic axiômata are propositions existing not at the level of spoken and
written language, but at the lectical level, which corresponds roughly to the

⁵⁰ [13], p. 185. But in §VI ‘proposition’ is repeatedly used in something like the 1903 sense.
⁵¹ [11], p. 155 (cf. p. 170). ⁵² See Stevens [3], pp. 114–19.
⁵³ The terminology of Begriffsschrift and Grundlagen der Arithmetik, which gave way to Gedanken in

Frege’s mature writings: see here Olson, p. 67.
⁵⁴ See Mates [2], pp. 11–19; Schubert; my [7].
⁵⁵ Abelard [1], pp. 365.13–369.36; [2], pp. 157.13–162.36. The most interesting contemporary texts

from our point of view are the Ars Meliduna and the Ars Burana: de Rijk [1], ii/1, ch. 10; ii/2, ch. 5.
See Nuchelmans [1], pp. 139–76; de Rijk [2]; de Libera [1]; Panaccio [4], p. 178 nn. 1 and 2.

⁵⁶ Burleigh [1], C3. See Pinborg [2]; my [13], §8. Burleigh’s idea of the propositio in re, composed of
worldly things (at least in part), was anticipated in his own writings and in those of his contemporary
Richard Campsall by the idea of the propositio enunciata tantum, an idea current in England in the early
1300s: see Panaccio [4], pp. 241–8. Even Ockham, in some of his early writings, entertained the idea of
a proposition with real components: see Karger [1], pp. 441–4, and [3]; my [12], pp. 232–3; Panaccio
[4], pp. 260–1.

⁵⁷ Wodeham, d. 1 q. 1 (pp. 180–208); Gregory [1], Prol. q. 1, aa. 1–3 (pp. 1–40). On adherents
and opponents of this theory, see Nuchelmans [1], pp. 237–47; [3], pp. 3–140; [4], pp. 197–210; [5],
pp. 28–30; Ashworth [1], pp. 37–76; [2], ch. 4. See further de Libera [2]; Karger [2], pp. 188–94; my
[13] and [14].

⁵⁸ See Wolff, I. III. iv, §§328–31 (pp. 288–9). ⁵⁹ See Leibniz [1], vii. 190–3 ([5], pp. 25–37).
⁶⁰ See Bolzano [2], esp. §§19–33.
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level of Fregean sense.⁶¹ Abelard’s dicta are supposed to be quasi-entities in
the world—states of things (status rerum) rather than things in their own
right⁶²—and the Ars Burana explicitly notes that enuntiabilia are not among
Aristotle’s ten categories but are in a category of their own (praedicamentum
enuntiabilium).⁶³ One modern commentator speaks of Abelard’s dicta and the
enuntiabilia of other twelfth-century texts as anticipating Russellian facts:⁶⁴ but
these early texts are clear that there are false dicta and enuntiabilia as well as true
ones.⁶⁵ Burleigh’s propositions in re are partly in the world (the meanings of the
categorematic terms in the governing sentence are res), and partly in the mind
(the meaning of the relevant copula is a mental concept).⁶⁶ Adam Wodeham’s
significabilia per complexum and Gregory of Rimini’s complexe significabilia are,
plausibly, intended to be propositions—or at any rate propositionally structured
entities, entities of the form that a is F, that a has R to b, etc.—existing wholly
in the world.⁶⁷ Christian Wolff had a notion of judgements or propositions as
the common contents of sentences.⁶⁸ It seems evident, too, that Leibniz held
propositions, or what he also calls ‘complex knowables’ (cognoscibilia complexa),
to be the meanings of declarative sentences, rather than those (token or type)
sentences themselves.⁶⁹ For in his ‘Dialogus de connexione inter res et verba’,
Leibniz says that truth and falsity attach to possible propositions or possible
thoughts.⁷⁰ (Alonzo Church has suggested that Leibniz may have had the
possible sentences of some particular language in mind;⁷¹ but the suggestion
is surely too restrictive, in view of Leibniz’s insistence that truth and falsity
are common to different languages.) At any rate, that was how Bolzano, who
regarded Leibniz’s propositiones as precursors of his own Sätze an sich, read the
essay; and it seems clear that Bolzano’s Sätze an sich are entities at the level of
meaning rather than at the level of spoken or written (token or type) sentences.⁷²
Finally, we should mention that Meinong, more or less contemporaneously

⁶¹ See Diogenes Laertius 7. 63; Sextus, Adv. Math. 8. 12. Cf. Haller, pp. 83–4, who compares Stoic
lekta with Bolzano’s Vorstellungen/Sätze an sich and Frege’s Sinne.

⁶² See e.g. Abelard [2], p. 160.35–6. ⁶³ See de Rijk [1], ii/2, p. 208.24–30.
⁶⁴ De Libera [1].
⁶⁵ See e.g. Abelard [2], p. 160.22–36; Ars Burana, de Rijk [1], ii/2, p. 208.20–3.
⁶⁶ See Pinborg [2]; my [13], §8.
⁶⁷ This interpretation is disputed by some commentators: see e.g. Eckermann, p. 77, and Wendland

for the view that complexly signifiables are merely intentional objects.
⁶⁸ Note esp. §328, p. 288: ‘Quod stylo Leibnitiano dicitur calculus differentialis, stylo Newtoni-

ano appellatur methodus fluxionum. Quamobrem si dicas: calculus differentialis inservit tangentibus
determinandis, et methodus fluxionum inservit tangentibus determinandis, propositiones eaedem sunt,
subiectum in utraque idem.’ See here Lenders, pp. 125–6; Nuchelmans [5], pp. 240–1.

⁶⁹ [1], vii, pp. 190–3; cf. [1], ii, p. 470; [3], IV. v, §1 ([1], v, p. 377); Nuchelmans [5], pp. 221–2, 232.
⁷⁰ [1], vii, p. 190 ([5], p. 28); cf. [3], I. i, §26 ([1], v, p. 79).
⁷¹ Church [7], pp. 7–8; cf. Kneale and Kneale, p. 361.
⁷² See [2], §§19–33 (the reference to Leibniz is in §21); cf. Berg, pp. 149–56.
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with the advance inaugurated by Moore and Russell, introduced in a series of
writings the idea of what he called objectives, entities of the form that a is F,
that a has R to b, etc., to serve as the main objects of propositional attitudes.⁷³
Russell discussed Meinong’s writings in 1904, and approved of objectives.

Hand in hand with the terminological shift initiated by Moore and Russell
at the beginning of the twentieth century there went, at least for Russell, a
shift in focus with respect to the unity problem. For Russell, the problem of
unity was not primarily a problem of sentential unity, as it plainly had been
for Plato in the Sophist, but a problem of the unity of what sentences mean.
It is useful to compare Russell on this point with Frege and Wittgenstein.
For the mature Frege, the problem of sentential or propositional unity posed
itself at two levels: at the level of symbolic language, and at the level sense,
where we find what he called Gedanken (Thoughts), that is, the senses of
declarative sentences. The problem did not pose itself, for Frege, at the level
of reference: at least, insofar as there was a problem of unity for Frege at
the level of reference—and there was indeed such a problem, namely the
problem how what he called concepts and objects (the worldly referents of
concept-words and proper names respectively) could combine—it was not a
problem how something propositional in form could emerge as a unified entity,
because (at least in his mature work) Frege identified the referents of declarative
sentences with unstructured truth-values, propositionally structured meanings
(Thoughts) being confined by him, as they had been by Aquinas and most
medieval philosophers,⁷⁴ to the mental level or level of sense. The contrast
with Russell is this: for Russell, we might say, the problem of sentential or
propositional unity posed itself primarily at the level of reference—Russell
recognized no level of Fregean sense—and only derivatively at the level of
symbolic language; for Frege, as we shall see in due course (§25), the problem
posed itself primarily at the level of sense, and only derivatively at the level of
symbolic language. For the Wittgenstein of the Tractatus, in contrast with both
Frege and Russell, the problem was primarily a linguistic one and derivatively
an ontological one (like Russell, Wittgenstein recognized no level of Fregean
sense). Hence he posed the problem in unambiguously linguistic terms: ‘The
question here is: how does the sentential tie arise’ (‘Es fragt sich hier, wie
kommt der Satzverband zustande’).⁷⁵ But the nature of the connection between
language and the world is such, according to the Tractarian picture theory of
meaning, that whatever answer the question attracts at the level of language
will have a mirror-image at the level of what language is about.

⁷³ See [1], §2, pp. 381–5; [2], ch. 7.
⁷⁴ Aquinas [1], 1a, q. 14, a. 14; [2], q. 2, a. 7; see Nuchelmans [5], pp. 14–16. ⁷⁵ [1], §4.221.
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If the question of the unity of the sentence is what distinguishes a (declarative)
sentence from a mere list of words, the question of the unity of the proposition
is what distinguishes a proposition from a mere aggregate of word-meanings.⁷⁶
In this study I am going to tackle the problem of unity at the level of the
proposition, that is, at the level of what declarative sentences mean. But,
given the Fregean division of the intuitive notion of semantic meaning into
levels of sense and reference, the question naturally arises for anyone who
adopts my approach to the unity problem whether the unity of sentential
meanings as these exist at the level of reference has priority over the unity
of their meanings as these exist at the level of sense, or vice versa. Since, as
I shall explain in due course (§14), I take the level of reference to be the
primary level of meaning, and the level of sense to be of essentially secondary
importance, my account of unity will be delivered in respect of propositionally
structured sentential meanings taken as entities existing at the level of reference
(Russellian propositions), rather than in respect of such meanings taken as the
senses of declarative sentences (Fregean Thoughts). But since, as I shall argue in
the sequel (§14), spoken and written declarative sentences refer to propositions
at the level of reference, and do so by dint of expressing Fregean Thoughts,
what I say about the unity of the proposition at the level of reference will eo
ipso yield derivative accounts of the unity of the declarative sentence and of
the Fregean Thought. Here and throughout I individuate sentences rhetically,
to borrow J. L. Austin’s terminology: that is, sentences are individuated not
merely phonetically or orthographically, but also in terms of their meanings.⁷⁷
In §5 I will explain why I believe that Russell was right to shift the emphasis of
the problem of unity from language to what language means, and correlatively
why Wittgenstein was wrong to regard the unity of the sentence as prior to
the unity of what it expresses. But before addressing that issue it will be helpful
to deal with another matter of priority: are the primary bearers of truth-values
sentences or propositions?

4 Sentences, Propositions, and Truth-Values
Propositions have been introduced as the meanings of declarative sentences,
and declarative sentences have, as I noted above, been defined since Aristotle

⁷⁶ On the terminology, cf. Russell [3], §135.
⁷⁷ Austin [1], p. 93. This approach has a long tradition, having been followed by Aristotle (Int. 16b26;

cf. Porphyry apud Simplicius, In Cat., p. 10.21–3), the Stoics (D. L. 8. 56; Haller, p. 81), Frege (see
Rumfitt [1], pp. 600–1), Wittgenstein ([1], §§3.12, 3.3–3.31, 5.473; cf. Conant [1], pp. 25–6 n. 19),
and Russell (see B. Linsky [2], pp. 15–16).
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to be those sentences which can be true or false. Significantly, propositions
themselves can also be true or false. This is guaranteed by grammar, for we say
not only

(1) ‘Man is a rational animal’ is true,

that is,

(2) The sentence ‘man is a rational animal’ is true,

but also

(3) ‘Man is a rational animal’ means that man is a rational animal,

and

(4) That man is a rational animal is true.

In (3) the meaning of ‘Man is a rational animal’, which, as we have said, is a
proposition, appears to be named by the noun clause ‘that man is a rational
animal’, and in (4) that proposition is said to be true. We find this observation in
Abelard,⁷⁸ and plausibly it was the starting point for the influential fourteenth-
century theory of complexly signifiables,⁷⁹ initially propounded around 1330
by Adam Wodeham, and then more thoroughly and influentially by Gregory
of Rimini in the mid-1340s. According to this theory the significates of
declarative sentences and the objects of propositional attitudes such as assent,
dissent, and knowledge are neither spoken nor written sentences, nor mental
sentences, nor individuals in the world, but rather worldly, propositionally
structured extra-categorial objects specified (in English as well as in Latin)
by a that-clause or by an accusative-and-infinitive construction, such as that
man is a rational animal or the earth to be round, as in ‘Seneca said that man
is a rational animal’ or ‘Columbus believed the earth to be round’.⁸⁰ (Note
that the italics here employed are not a device of quotation—for complexly
signifiables are indeed worldly entities, not items of spoken, written, or mental
language—but of emphasis only. Likewise when I write, as I shall frequently do
in this study, of the proposition that p—the proposition that Socrates is wise, as it
might be—the italics are not to be understood as indicating semantic ascent.)
These propositionally structured worldly objects were taken by the theory’s
proponents to be essentially signifiable in language, but adequately signifiable

⁷⁸ [2], p. 154.4–20: in this passage propositio = sentence, and what I am calling a proposition figures
as a dictum, such as Socratem currere. Cf. de Rijk [2], p. 157.

⁷⁹ Kretzmann, pp. 774–5.
⁸⁰ Cf. Church [2], p. 97. On the case-marking of ‘the earth’ in ‘Columbus believed the earth to be

round’, see Chomsky [7], p. 58; Cook and Newson, p. 153.
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only in a complex way: that is, any non-complex way of signifying them
is essentially derivative of—definable in terms of—canonical complex ways;
hence their standard name, ‘complexly signifiables’ (complexe significabilia).

If both declarative sentences and propositions can take truth-values, is there
any priority? That is, do sentences take truth-values because propositions do, or
is it rather that propositions take truth-values because sentences do, or is there
no priority? (I assume that the act of forming a judgement is not a candidate for
priority, despite a respectable tradition to the contrary;⁸¹ for it seems obvious
that acts of judgement are describable as true or false only by virtue of having a
true or false sentential or propositional content.) In answering our question we
need to consider both sentence tokens and sentence types. I take tokens first.
If we are thinking of sentences as tokens (as medieval philosophers generally
did), the question of priority in respect of possession of a truth-value will
surely be answered in favour of propositions.⁸² As we have said, sentences may,
and usually will, contain explicit or implicit indexical features. Now token
sentences are constituted as being the very token sentences they are—as being
the very phonetic or orthographic patterns they are and as having the very
meanings they have—both in virtue of tokening the type sentences (with their
phonetic, orthographic, and semantic properties) that they do token, and as a
function of the context in which, or in respect of which, they are tokened.⁸³
(‘In respect of which’, because sentences do not need to be tokened in a context
in order to have their content fixed with respect to that context.⁸⁴) Token
declarative sentences express propositions, and the propositions expressed by
token sentences exist as bona-fide entities whether or not their corresponding
sentences are tokened. But that implies that truth-values attach to propositions
as a matter of priority: after all, if a sentence that is tokened on some particular
occasion and is, let us say, true in that context had not been tokened there
and then, its propositional content, as fixed by that context, would still have been
true, so that the truth of that content relative to that context cannot depend
on the truth of the token sentence, which ex hypothesi was not tokened in
the counterfactual scenario we are considering; the relationship of dependence
must be the other way round.⁸⁵ In general, given that the context of tokening

⁸¹ The tradition is exemplified by Descartes’s claim that ‘veritatem proprie vel falsitatem nonnisi in
solo intellectu esse posse’: Regulae, VIII (x, p. 396; cf. Nuchelmans [5], p. 51 n. 64). On the bearing of
pragmatic issues on the problem of unity, see §§10 and 85 below.

⁸² Künne [1], pp. 277–8.
⁸³ Cf. Frege [17], p. 64 ([21], pp. 348–9); [26], p. 146; Carl [2], pp. 101–6.
⁸⁴ Kaplan [2], p. 546.
⁸⁵ For a discussion of this issue, see Gregory of Rimini [1], Prol. q. 1, a. 1 (pp. 8–12). On Abelard’s

expression of the point (in his terminology: the truth-value of a propositio is dependent on that of its
dictum), see Nuchelmans [1], p. 159.
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and circumstances of evaluation may come apart,⁸⁶ a sentence which is tokened
in or in respect of a particular context and whose content is thereby fixed may
have that content evaluated for truth or falsity in respect of a quite different
context in which (and in respect of which) it is ex hypothesi not tokened and
by which its content is not fixed. Thus an utterance by me here and now of,
say, ‘I do not exist’, which has a content that, if evaluated for truth or falsity
in respect of the context of utterance, would be false, might have its content,
as fixed by that original context, evaluated for truth or falsity in respect of a
quite different context, perhaps at another possible world, and found there to
be true, there being many possible worlds at which I do not exist.⁸⁷

Let us turn to type sentences. Given the phenomenon of indexicality,
type sentences do not, in general, have truth-values just as such; but they
acquire them when the parameters introduced by their indexical features
are semantically fixed, and the resulting content is evaluated in respect of
some context⁸⁸—they acquire them, that is to say, when (i) we consider
what proposition is or would be expressed either in or in respect of a
particular context if the sentence either were tokened in that context or
had its indexical features fixed relative to that context, and (ii) we evaluate
the resulting proposition in respect of that or another context.⁸⁹ But that is
as much as to say that, again, truth-values attach to propositions as a matter
of priority.⁹⁰ Note further that, in individuating sentences rhetically (§3),
one both obviates any threat of sentential ambiguity and avails oneself of a
relativization of relevant word patterns—patterns which, just as such, may
be common to more than one language—to a particular language. Without
these presuppositions, it is obvious that mere word patterns, individuated in
such a way that they may be common to more than one language or may,
within a single language, be semantically ambiguous, cannot attract truth-
values.⁹¹ Individuating sentences rhetically simply builds these presuppositions
into the identity-conditions of sentences. But that, in effect, contaminates
the identity of the type sentence with that of the proposition(s) it does, or
would, express in or in respect of relevant contexts. So our opponent on
this point in effect confronts a dilemma: either sentences are individuated

⁸⁶ Kaplan [2], pp. 492–505.
⁸⁷ The question which indexical features of a sentence must remain fixed relative to a context, and

which can be varied, if propositions are to be the contents of declarative sentences in those contexts is
a delicate one that we can pass over here: for discussion, see Stalnaker [2], ch. 1, §II; Lewis [6], ch. 2;
and esp. King [5], ch. 6. (For the record, I agree with King that time and location go to the identity of
propositions, while possible worlds can be varied.)

⁸⁸ Cf. Wallace, p. 120; Tugendhat [2], pp. 282–3, 290.
⁸⁹ See Barwise and Etchemendy, p. 10; cf. p. 138; Etchemendy, p. 12 n. 1.
⁹⁰ Cf. Bealer [1], p. 201. ⁹¹ Cf. Textor [1], p. 38; [2], p. 185.
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rhetically or they are not. If they are not, there can be no question of
their possessing truth-values; if they are, their ability to possess truth-values
is plausibly dependent on a prior ability of the propositions they are capable
of expressing to possess truth-values. On these several grounds, then, it seems
clear that truth-values attach in the first instance to propositions, and only
derivatively to sentences.

5 Sentences, Propositions, and Unity
The problem of the unity of a declarative sentence is: what distinguishes a
declarative sentence from a mere list of words? Since the defining characteristic
of declarative sentences is their capacity to be true or false, we may re-express
the problem of their unity as follows: what enables declarative sentences to be
true or false?⁹² The corresponding question in the case of propositions, the
meanings of declarative sentences, will be: what distinguishes propositions from
mere aggregates of their components, and enables them to be true or false? What
the components of propositions are, and what propositions themselves are, is
an issue that must be addressed in due course, and I shall do so in Chapter 2.
But at any rate, whatever the outcome of that investigation, we can specify
now, as I have just done, what in quite general terms the unity problem for
propositions is. The questions concerning the unity of the declarative sentence
and the unity of the proposition are prior questions to the classic question
‘What is truth?’. For we are in effect asking: what is truth-or-falsity?⁹³ That
much is obvious. But it turns out—what is perhaps less obvious at first blush,
though one might expect it given the result of the previous section—that the
question what unifies propositions is also prior, in general, to the question what
unifies declarative sentences. There are two preliminary points to note here.

The first is this: as between token and type sentences, type sentences enjoy
priority in respect of unity. That is, any given token sentence is unified in
virtue of the unity of the type it realizes, and not vice versa: for, as we have
said, a token sentence is constituted as being the very sentence it is in virtue
of its realizing, in or in respect of a particular context, the type sentence that
it does realize. Consider a bunch of words that are tokened in some context,
that are of syntactically the right form, and are tokened in the right order,
to constitute a sentence. It seems clear that any such group of words may be
tokened in some context without actually composing a sentence: whether the

⁹² Cf. Davidson [2], pp. 86, 120. ⁹³ Cf. Nuchelmans [5], p. 257.
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words do compose a sentence will depend, in the first instance, on features of
the context, and in particular on their being tokened with the right intention.⁹⁴
But, as I shall explain in more detail below (§85), linguistic intentions cannot
themselves constitute the moment of sentential unity in respect of a group
of token words: for the intention that turns a bunch of token words into a
sentence, on any given occasion of use, is precisely the intention to produce
a token sentence of such and such a type, taken as an already unified abstract
entity. The unity of a token sentence thus depends asymmetrically on the unity
of the type sentence it realizes.

The second preliminary point, and one that will be of fundamental import-
ance in the rest of this study, is this: the criterion for the unity of a type
sentence cannot be merely syntactic. For there is a conceptual distinction
to be drawn between a bunch of type words, taken just as such—that is,
something that in my terminology counts as a mere list of type words—and
a type sentence actually composed of those type words. This is so even if the
list comprises type words of the right syntactic form to compose a sentence,
and even if the words are ordered, in the list, in the right way to form a
sentence. It is important to stress this point at the outset of our investigation,
for it is common among philosophers and linguists to assume that the problem
of the unity of the sentence can be solved by merely adverting to the fact
that a sentence is made up of words which are syntactically of the right form
to constitute a sentence and are appropriately ordered, as if there were no
distinction to be drawn between a list of words of the right (or any) syntactic
form and appropriately ordered, on the one hand, and an ordering of such
words which actually is a sentence, on the other. But there must be such a
distinction, at least conceptually speaking: there is a distinction, for example,
between a mere list comprising the type words ‘Socrates’, ‘is’, and ‘wise’,
arranged in that order—we should not baulk at the inclusion of ‘is’ in the list,
for, as Benjamin Schnieder remarks, ‘you cannot deny a verb the possibility of
being listed just because it is inflected’⁹⁵—and the type sentence ‘Socrates is
wise’. The collection of those three type words, ordered or otherwise, has a
being just as such, as a list comprising those very linguistic items, in abstrac-
tion from any particular type sentence they go to compose. In his polemic
against Locke’s definition of truth, according to which truth is ‘the joining or
separating of signs, as the things signified by them do agree or disagree with
one another’,⁹⁶ Leibniz makes an interesting remark. He says: ‘But a phrase,
e.g. ‘‘the wise man’’, does not make a proposition; yet it involves the joining
of two terms. Nor is negation the same as separation; for saying ‘‘the man’’

⁹⁴ Cf. Schnieder [1], p. 244. ⁹⁵ [1], p. 246. ⁹⁶ Locke, IV. v, §2.
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and then after a pause uttering ‘‘wise’’ is not making a denial.’⁹⁷ It is not clear
whether Leibniz would have said the same if the string in question had been
capable of constituting a sentence as opposed to a mere phrase (at least for the
affirmative case; obviously denial is not effected by separating words); but my
claim is that one should say the same, that is, that collocating or concatenating
words, of whatever grammatical or syntactic form, is not sufficient for achieving
a sentence.

Incidentally, lest we become entangled in use–mention embarrassments at
this point, it is worth stressing, in connection with the remark of Schnieder’s
quoted in the last paragraph, that Schnieder means, as I mean, that the
collocation of words ‘Socrates is wise’, including as it does an inflected verb,
may be a list.⁹⁸ Of course a verb may be listed in the less interesting sense
that a word referring to a verb may feature in a list, as for example in this list:
‘Socrates’, ‘is’, ‘wise’. But that is not what is in question here. When we ask
what distinguishes a sentence from a mere list of words, we mean to ask what
distinguishes it from a mere list comprising words (referring to things), not: from
a mere list comprising items that refer to words. The word ‘list’ is ambiguous as
between formal and material senses: we say that a team list, for instance, is
made up of the names of the players (‘Your name is not on the list’), but also
of the players themselves (‘You are not on the list’). We move freely between
these locutions and no confusion arises: if you ask me ‘Am I on the list?’ and I
reply in the negative, I am not to be understood as leaving open the possibility
that, notwithstanding your absence from the list, your name is on it. In the
current context, the claim that a verb may be listed is to be read in the formal
sense; in the material sense, what is listed when the word ‘is’ features (in the
formal sense) on a list would be something like predicative being.

Now it is true that a randomly generated bunch of words may, on occasion,
produce a string which we recognize as a sentence. Schnieder writes further:

if a friend of mine and I are mindlessly scrabbling down some words on the same sheet
of paper, and they happen to be in the order of a well-formed sentence (I write down
‘I want’, he writes down ‘to fly’), then there is a sentence inscription on the paper.⁹⁹

What is going on in this sort of case is that we admit the token string of
concatenated inscriptions as falling under a given sentential type, relative to a
particular language (in this case English). Sometimes we insist that the string be
produced by a single agent with the intention to produce a type sentence;¹⁰⁰
sometimes, as in Schnieder’s example, we do not impose any such condition.

⁹⁷ [3], IV. v, §2 ([1], v, p. 377). The tr. is by Remnant and Bennett. ⁹⁸ Cf. King [5], p. 36.
⁹⁹ [1], p. 243. ¹⁰⁰ Cf. Searle [1], pp. 16–17; [2], p. 40.
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It would even be possible to treat patterns formed by natural events involving
no intelligent agent—as it might be, sounds formed by the wind in trees or
shapes formed out of pebbles on the beach by waves—as sentences of some
language. But it does not follow from these possibilities that the type sentence
which, in cases of the sort illustrated by Schnieder’s example, we allow a token
string of concatenated words to exemplify is simply conceptually indistinguishable
from an equiform type list. That is, the theoretical distinction between a type
sentence and a type list remains, despite the acknowledged fact that a given token
string of concatenated words may, taken in itself and considered from a purely
formal point of view, be assignable to either category. What constitutes the
difference—what allows us to subordinate a given token string of concatenated
symbols to one category (type sentence) rather than to the other (type list)—is
precisely what we have to investigate here.

In saying that the criterion for the unity of a type sentence cannot be merely
syntactic, I mean that the criterion cannot be a mere matter of superficial
linguistic form, given that the superficial linguistic form of a sentence is not,
as such, distinct from that of a mere list. This use of the word ‘syntax’, and
the accompanying contrast with semantics, pervades the treatises of logicians
and philosophers—it has its origins in model theory¹⁰¹—and it is the way
I shall employ the word throughout this book. But it must be noted here,
in order to avert misunderstanding, that when linguists talk of a sentence’s
syntax they are typically concerned with one or more levels of syntactic analysis
in respect of that sentence—as for instance, in the Chomskian ‘principles
and parameters’ approach to syntactic theory, S-structure, D-structure, or LF
(originally abbreviations for ‘surface structure’, ‘deep structure’, and ‘logical
form’ respectively).¹⁰² If it were objected to me that the difference between a
sentence and a list is syntactic—in a sense of ‘syntactic’ drawn from linguistic
theory and differing from the typical philosopher’s usage—and that syntactic
analysis of suitably regimented sentential structures reveals that difference, as
displayed in (for example) the distinct phrase-marker syntactic trees generated,
I would reply that this is a merely verbal point. Of course, on that conception
of syntax, it is indeed open to us to say that sentences enjoy internal syntactic
relations lacked by mere lists: for certainly, a phrase marker appropriate to a
sentence (at some level of syntactic analysis) will look quite different from one

¹⁰¹ Cf. Etchemendy, ch. 1.
¹⁰² See e.g. Chomsky [2], pp. 128–47; [6], pp. 143–5; [7], ch. 1; Poole, pp. 168–70; Carnie,

pp. 359–64; Cook and Newson, pp. 177–83. In some more recent approaches, the identifications of
S-structure with surface structure and D-structure with deep structure have been abandoned, while
often the original labels are retained as terms of art for successor notions (see Chomsky [5], pp. 81–2;
[6], p. 148; Cook and Newson, p. 61).
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appropriate to a list. But this just means that the syntactic tree generated by
a sentence at some level of analysis will have a suitably annotated sentential
structure occupying its root node and dominating all other nodes, whereas the
tree generated by a list will not.¹⁰³ So, for instance, if we suppose that semantic
properties attach to LF regimentations of input sequences of words, rather than
directly to those sequences themselves, we can apparently simply exploit the
fact that sentences and lists are differently represented at the level of LF to
‘account for’ the unity of the sentence and its corresponding proposition.¹⁰⁴
But obviously this simply pushes the question one stage back: what is it for
us, confronting a bunch of words that might prima facie be analysed either as
a sentence or as a list, to apply the one kind of syntactic analysis rather than
the other—to associate the words with one kind of representation at the level
of LF, say, rather than with another kind? In pursuing this question—which
will, for me, turn out to have a semantical answer—it is plainly not a solution
to have one’s attention directed to intrasentential relations at some level of
syntactic analysis, but rather a placeholder for a solution. For our question
precisely is: in virtue of what are those intrasentential syntactic relations in
place at the relevant level of syntactic analysis? (It is all too easy to misconstrue
a mere placeholder for the solution to the problem of unity as the solution
itself; we will need to avoid this snare again when, in particular, we come
to deploy the important idea of a sentence’s logical copula in Chapters 5
and 6.)

As I have mentioned, it is commonly assumed that the concatenation or
ordering of grammatically congruent expressions provides the solution to
the unity problem,¹⁰⁵ and that despite the fact that the insufficiency of a
sheer concatenation of grammatically congruent expressions to unify those
expressions so as to guarantee more than list status was clearly enunciated by
Aristotle in his De Interpretatione, one of the founding texts of the Western
philosophical tradition, where he remarks that the expressions ‘two-footed’,
‘land’, and ‘animal’ are not unified (into a definition of ‘man’) merely by being
said together.¹⁰⁶ There are two reasons why concatenation cannot play the
unifying role that has been foisted on it. First, concatenation is an operation
which is common to sentences and lists. Peter Long writes that

whereas it would be absurd to suggest that a notation is possible in which, although
there are names and predicates, a proposition [i.e. sentence] does not result from

¹⁰³ On trees in linguistic theory, see Partee et al., pp. 439–53. ¹⁰⁴ So King [5], ch. 2.
¹⁰⁵ See e.g. Simons [6], p. 85; Sainsbury [3], pp. 142–3, but on p. 145 Sainsbury recognizes that a

mere appeal to the idea of ordering relevant items in the ‘right’ way does not solve the problem of
unity.

¹⁰⁶ Int. 17a14.
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attaching a predicate to a name, there is no absurdity in the idea of a notation in which,
although there are names, a proposition does not result from attaching a name to a
name. Indeed, our notation is one such!¹⁰⁷

The first part of this claim is incorrect: a predicate can be ‘attached’ to a
name so as to form a mere list—unless we do not count it as an attaching
if a sentence does not result; but then attaching will not be the syntactic
operation of concatenating. There is nothing wrong with reserving the label
‘attaching’ for an operation which actually produces a sentence; but any such
stipulation only throws the question one stage back: what is it to attach a
predicate to a name? Given, now, that sentences may be orthographically and
phonetically indistinguishable from lists, it follows that appeal to the idea of a
suitable concatenation of grammatically congruent elements does not suffice to
distinguish sentences from mere lists. Secondly, our concern, as I have stressed,
is with the unity of type sentences and the question what distinguishes them
from type lists, for the unity of token sentences is conceptually posterior to
that of type sentences. Type sentences are abstract objects, so that peculiar
features of token sentences which might be thought to play a role in unifying
them—and in particular the spatial or temporal concatenation of grammatically
congruent token words—fall away as irrelevant to our problem. There is, to
be sure, an abstract conjugate of concatenation, recoverable as it were from
the spatial and temporal relations that join token words: namely, order. But,
again, the difficulty is that order is—or can be—common to sentences and
lists and so cannot be the principle of distinction between them.

The trite assumption that the problem of unity can be solved by merely
adverting to the fact that a sentence is composed of words which are syntactically
of the right form to compose one, and which are concatenated (in general:
ordered) in an appropriate way, may be briefly illustrated from the semantic
tradition. Plato tells us that neither a succession of names, such as ‘lion stag
horse’, nor a succession of verbs, such as ‘walks runs sleeps’, yields a sentence;
to arrive at a sentence, in the simplest case, we need—and the implication
is that it will suffice—to take one of each, as in the sample sentence he
offers, ‘man understands’ (§1). Abelard remarks that in order to obtain a
complete sentence (perfecta oratio) it is not sufficient for a word referring to, say,
whiteness or running to be juxtaposed to ‘man’: if we want to form a sentence
we need—and again the implication is that it will suffice—to juxtapose a
verb.¹⁰⁸ We will see this position replicated, in essentials, in many more recent
discussions of the problem of unity, especially those of Frege and Russell. And

¹⁰⁷ Long, p. 96. ¹⁰⁸ [2], p. 149.11–16. Cf. de Rijk [4], pp. 94–8; Jacobi [4], p. 144.
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it is the position implied in the following contemporary account of the origin
of the problem of unity:

It is an inclination to think of all words as names—as expressing a sense which
determines an entity as referent, the semantic role of a word being to stand for its
referent—that gives rise to the problem of sentential unity. For of course we know
that not any old combination of words will constitute a significant sentence.¹⁰⁹

Likewise, the late scholastic philosopher Domingo de Soto tells us that

we agree . . . that the predicate is united of itself to the subject. For the unity [of the
proposition] in the mind is not like the way a thread unites two pieces of cloth: but
rather two [mental] concepts are united by grammatical congruence. It is extraordinary
that [my opponents] concede that form is united of itself to matter, and accident to
subject [i.e. substance], but deny that the predicate [of a sentence] is united [of itself ]
to the subject. We reply, therefore, that just as the [phrase] ‘white man’ is formed
by joining in a congruent way adjective and substantive, so too is the unity of the
[sc. mental proposition] ‘Peter loves’ constituted in the mind.¹¹⁰

Examples of this attitude might be multiplied from historical and contemporary
texts.

For our purposes, the point is that the suggestion in the excerpts I have
quoted that what secures sentential unity is merely a matter of the appropriate
syntactic organization of grammatically congruent words—as it might be, the
mere concatenation of proper name and finite verb—is, as we have seen,
mistaken. The appropriate syntactic arrangement of grammatically congruent
component words is no doubt a necessary condition for sentential unity,¹¹¹
although we shall see later (Chapter 5) that it is not necessary for a sentence
to be composed of words, such as names and verbs, performing distinct
syntactic roles: we can find (or construct) languages or fragments of languages
containing sentences composed exclusively of (for example) syntactically co-
congruent names, without detriment to the unity of those sentences in the
relevant sense.¹¹² Still, one might say, even in such degenerate cases there is a
requirement of grammatical congruence, albeit one that is met trivially. Be that
as it may, the fact remains that the arrangement of grammatically congruent
bits is not sufficient for sentential unity: for the mere arrangement—in any

¹⁰⁹ Carruthers, p. 70. Cf. Palmer, pp. 5, 63. ¹¹⁰ De Soto, fo. 20rb.
¹¹¹ Cf. Carnie, pp. 443–4. The use of the word ‘congruence’ in this context derives from the

‘congruitas’ of medieval grammarians: see e.g. Pinborg [1], pp. 52–5. Pinborg discusses Martin of
Dacia’s treatise on modes of signification, which concludes with the words (p. 115.5–9): ‘Ex iam dictis
patet quod perfectio praesupponit congruitatem, quia perfectio requirit principia congruitatis et super
illa addit propria principia, et ideo principia perfectionis praesupponunt principia congruitatis, et ita
perfectio congruitatem praesupponit.’

¹¹² Cf. Potter [1], pp. 21–2; Gibson, pp. 9–10.
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order, including the ‘right’ order—of words which are syntactically fitted up
to form a sentence does not of itself guarantee that the words so assembled
do indeed constitute a sentence, as opposed to a mere list. There must be
something—some component or structuring principle, as we might at this stage
non-committally put it—beyond mere order and grammatical congruence,
beyond the kind of arranging of suitable words that can be duplicated by mere
lists, which constitutes a bunch of type words as a type sentence. So far as
our immediate purposes are concerned, we are now in a position to return
to the question of priority in respect of the unity of the sentence and the
unity of the proposition. The first preliminary point told us that we should be
addressing this question with the type sentence in mind, not the token sentence,
while the second preliminary point insists that the unity of the type sentence
cannot be constituted by its having any particular syntax—at least, not by
that alone.

Bearing these points in mind, the answer we should give to the priority ques-
tion is, it seems to me, that the unity of the type sentence will be constituted,
in general, by an asymmetrical relation of dependence on the prior unity of
the proposition.¹¹³ That is because any syntactically well-formed type sentence
will both itself be unified and will, when its indexical features are semantically
fixed, express a unified proposition; and there can be no restrictions in advance
on what counts as an acceptable syntax—an arrangement of words unified in
the right way—for the purpose of constituting a linguistic entity capable of
bearing a truth-value. Declarative sentences are by definition sentences that
can be true or false: they therefore have essentially semantic identity-criteria,
and there can accordingly be no purely syntactic surrogate—understanding
‘syntactic’ in the philosopher’s sense—for those criteria. (Of course, for any
given well-defined natural or artificial language, that is, one whose parameters
can be effectively enumerated, its well-formed formulae can also be effectively
enumerated, so that in this restricted context well-formedness counts as a
purely syntactic notion: but the point is that well-formedness ceases to be a
purely syntactic notion when we lift that restriction.) We may gather up all
actual and possible type sentences—that is, sentences of possible languages as
well as of actual languages, for all well-formed sentences of an actual language
count as actual (type) sentences, even if they are never tokened¹¹⁴—expressive
(when their indexical parameters are appropriately fixed) of a given pro-
position, and treat them as members of an equivalence class, collected by

¹¹³ Contrast Davidson: ‘We cannot solve the problem of predication by speculating about the unity
of the proposition if by ‘‘proposition’’ we have in mind the sense or meaning of a sentence’ ([2],
p. 143). The ‘problem of predication’ is the problem of the unity of the proposition (p. 77).

¹¹⁴ Cf. King [5], p. 46.
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a suitable synonymy relation.¹¹⁵ What collects this class—what determines its
membership—is the identity and unity of the expressed proposition; its unity
is therefore constitutive of the several unities of the collected sentences.¹¹⁶
Hence, though a proposition is unified if and only if it is expressed by a unified
declarative sentence whose indexical parameters are appropriately fixed—thus
far no asymmetry emerges—what determines whether a purported declarative
sentence has an acceptable syntax and is sententially unified is just whether it is
a member of a class of synonymous sentences expressive of some given unified
proposition. Propositions are accordingly prior to sentences, in respect of their
unity, in the fifth sense of priority identified by Aristotle in his discussion of the
senses of ‘prior’ in the Categories,¹¹⁷ namely priority in the order of explanation
for two things that ‘reciprocate in respect of the entailment of existence’.

As we have noted, sentences expressive of a given proposition include
merely possible sentences (sentences of merely possible languages) as well as
actual ones. Given this point, one consideration that might be advanced in
favour of the relative priority of propositional to sentential unity seems in
fact to lack suasive force. This consideration is the claim that there are more
propositions than sentences.¹¹⁸ It is often stated or implied that words form
a denumerable totality;¹¹⁹ and certainly, if the words of a given language
form a denumerable totality, it is easy to show, assuming that sentences are
finite strings of words, that the sentences of that language do so too (and
conversely).¹²⁰ Further, there is undoubtedly a case to be made to the effect
that propositions are non-denumerable, at least when they are conceived (as
I shall argue in the next chapter they should be conceived) along the lines
of Russell’s 1903 theory, namely as abstract entities at the level of reference
containing abstract and concrete objects and properties. For objects include the
real numbers, and so are, by Cantor’s theorem, non-denumerable; indeed, they
include not only the real numbers, but all sets of real numbers, sets of sets of real
numbers, and so on. But there must be at least as many propositions as there
are objects.¹²¹ (There are paradoxes lurking here, in particular the so-called

¹¹⁵ We must include possible as well as actual sentences in the range of sentences correlated with
a given proposition (cf. Langendoen and Postal, pp. 128–9): Chomsky’s suggestion that ‘the variety
of [sc. empirical] languages provides an upper bound on the richness and specificity of the properties
that [the theorist] may assign to universal grammar’ ([5], p. 153; cf. [8], p. 70) is hardly plausible. That
the number of actual and possible natural languages is infinite admits, given certain reasonable ancillary
assumptions, of formal proof: Langendoen and Postal, pp. 140–2.

¹¹⁶ Cf. Tugendhat [2], pp. 283–4. ¹¹⁷ Cat. 14b9–23.
¹¹⁸ See e.g. Textor [1], pp. 27–8, 38–9; Berg, pp. 151–2.
¹¹⁹ See e.g. Church [6], p. 20 n. 50; Quine [5], p. 113; [11], pp. 247–8; Putnam [1], p. 327; Chomsky

[6], pp. 239–40.
¹²⁰ See e.g. Kleene, pp. 4–5; Church [6], p. 239 n. 416; Bridge, p. 71; Enderton [2], pp. 6–7.
¹²¹ Cf. Russell [3], §348.
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Russell–Myhill paradox: I return to the point in §63.) If the proposed contrast
between sentences and propositions were correct, according to which there
are ‘more’ propositions than sentences, an account of unity that focused on the
sentence might be thought to ‘miss out’ some (indeed most) propositions.

But there are three objections to this line of thinking. First, we must ask
whether the words of a given language do in fact form a denumerable totality.
For the words of any actual language—language in empirical use—the claim is
quite plausible, though it has not passed unchallenged.¹²² But when we widen
our purview to include possible as well as actual languages, it may be that words
will form non-denumerable totalities, if objects in general are being permitted
to form a non-denumerable totality. For perhaps we can think of objects as
supplying the means to constitute their own names.¹²³ Secondly, the line of
thinking presupposes that all sentences are of finite length: but this assumption
is surely false. In a discussion of the size of natural languages, D. Terence
Langendoen and Paul Postal contend persuasively that

objects having all the defining conditions of sentencehood in an NL [natural language]
are sentences of that NL. Therefore any restriction, finite or transfinite, on the length
of NL sentences yields a framework unable to describe infinitely many well-formed
sentences in every NL.¹²⁴

It has generally been held that while there is no finite upper bound on sentence
size, ℵ0, the smallest transfinite cardinal, is such a bound.¹²⁵ But if Langendoen
and Postal are right, there is no upper bound, finite or transfinite, on sentence
size. Their argument depends on the claim that natural languages are closed
under the operation of co-ordinate compounding;¹²⁶ from this it follows in
the first instance that ‘an NL can be identified with no fixed set of sentences
at all, no matter how great its cardinality’;¹²⁷ and from that lemma, in turn,
follows the thesis that natural-language sentences are subject to no upper
bound on their size, finite or transfinite. The argument presupposes a—by my
lights, unexceptionable—platonism about abstract objects such as languages
and sentences.¹²⁸ Thirdly, and most importantly, even if the suggested contrast
between propositions and sentences, in point of denumerability, held when
possible as well as actual sentences were taken into account, it would still not

¹²² See e.g. Bonevac, pp. 235–6. ¹²³ Cf. Hodges [2], p. 36.
¹²⁴ Langendoen and Postal, p. 43. ¹²⁵ See e.g. Z. Harris, pp. 10, 205.
¹²⁶ This closure principle is analogous to the power set axiom: Langendoen and Postal, p. 61.
¹²⁷ Ibid., p. 59.
¹²⁸ Cf. ibid., pp. 104–12; Boolos, pp. 128–9. Languages learnable by finite creatures like ourselves

will be generated from a finite base. This means that transfinitely long sentences, and even finitely long
sentences involving more than n constructive operations, for some suitably large n, will contain lexical
or structural repetition: Z. Harris, pp. 129–30.
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follow that an account of unity should have to focus on the proposition rather
than the sentence: for it is not as though one is seeking to give an account of
the unity of all sentences and all propositions taken as simultaneously given
totalities, in which case the fact, if it is one, that there are more propositions
than sentences might indeed matter; rather, one is aiming to give an account of
the unity of any (that is, an arbitrary) sentence, and correspondingly of any (an
arbitrary) proposition, so that the question of the comparative total numbers of
sentences and propositions is surely immaterial. It seems safer, then, not to rely
on comparative cardinality considerations in staking the claim that propositions
are prior, in respect of unity, to sentences, and I accordingly do not do so.
My argument for the priority of propositions is that what determines whether
a purported declarative sentence has an acceptable syntax and so is unified is
whether it is a member of a class of synonymous sentences expressive of some
given unified proposition.

This is, I think, the correct metaphysical answer to the priority question,
but I stress that proviso because there is an epistemological sense in which the
reverse answer to the priority question would be correct. The two answers
are diametrically opposed, but when they are relativized to their respective
points of view, they are seen to be compatible with one another. The reason
for this diversity is that, although a type declarative sentence is constituted as
a unity by its expressing a unified proposition when its indexical parameters
are semantically fixed (the metaphysical priority of the unified proposition),
we can in practice identify unified propositions only as the meanings of
given unified type declarative sentences whose parameters are so fixed (the
epistemological priority of the unified sentence). Our epistemic position is
that we start with a number of empirical languages in which we can identify
meaningful declarative sentences as those linguistic items capable of being
true or false. These sentences express propositions. (That is just another
way of saying that they are meaningful.) Further, I have accepted (§3) that
it is a constraint on the idea of linguistic meaning that distinct declarative
sentences (of the same language, or of different languages) may express the
same proposition.¹²⁹ (That is just another way of saying that distinct such
sentences can mean the same.) Once we have that structure in place, we can
see that an epistemological priority attaches to the unity of the type declarative

¹²⁹ Cf. Dummett [10], pp. 11, 17–18. The possibility of synonymy between sentences of different
languages, which I here presuppose, is by no means uncontroversial: it would be rejected by anyone
who took a particular kind of holistic approach to sentence meaning, or who counted etymology as
relevant to meaning. The loci classici for this latter position are Plato’s Cratylus and Horne Tooke’s
Diversions of Purley (e.g. II, ch. 4: ii, pp. 121, 208): see Funke, pp. 109–14; Aarsleff [1], pp. 105–6, 242,
250; [2], pp. 486–7.
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sentence, for our sole means of identifying a particular unified proposition goes
via a prior identification of a type declarative sentence that expresses the given
proposition and that is already certified as unified; but, compatibly with this,
a metaphysical priority attaches to the unity of the proposition, seeing that we
cannot impose, a priori, any limits on the range of grammatically acceptable
sentences, whether of actual or of possible languages, capable of expressing any
given proposition.

6 Unity and Complexity
In asking what distinguishes a sentence from a mere list of words, or a
proposition from a mere aggregate of word-meanings, I am supposing that a
sentence does indeed contain more than one word, and a proposition more
than one word-meaning. Plato also made this assumption,¹³⁰ and Aristotle
maintained Plato’s approach, telling us that ‘falsehood and truth arise in
connection with composition and division’, and so a fortiori in connection
with syntactic and semantic complexity.¹³¹ In view of the fact that it is possible
to construct one-word declarative sentences this might seem a problematic
assumption. Yet, in spite of this rather obvious reservation that one might
have, the Aristotelian confidence that truth and falsity require complexity
has been endorsed on virtually all sides. The view was standard (though not
quite universal) in medieval discussions of truth.¹³² Locke tells us that ‘truth or
falsehood being never without some affirmation or negation, express or tacit,
it is not to be found but where signs are joined or separated, according to
the agreement or disagreement of the things they stand for’.¹³³ The view was
shared by Frege,¹³⁴ and by Moore, who stated in 1899 concerning propositions
and their components (‘concepts’), that

a proposition is nothing other than a complex concept. The difference between a
concept and a proposition, in virtue of which the latter alone can be called true or false,
would seem to lie merely in the simplicity of the former. A proposition is a synthesis
of concepts.¹³⁵

¹³⁰ Sophist 262d3–6.
¹³¹ Int. 16a12–13. See also Cat. 2a4–10, 13b10–12; DA 432a10–11; Met. 1027b18–22. Cf. Prior

[3], pp. 13–14; Panaccio [4], pp. 44–5.
¹³² See Panaccio [4], pp. 232, 292–5. In the mental language tradition, against the standard view

(of e.g. Ockham and Buridan) that mental propositions are complex (having, in the basic case, the
structure: subject + copula + predicate), Gregory of Rimini, and following him Peter of Ailly, argued
that they are simple: see Ashworth [2], ch. 6, pp. 73–5.

¹³³ II. xxxii, §19. Cf. Condillac, II. iii, §31. ¹³⁴ [26], pp. 18–19; cf. Dummett [3], pp. 294–6.
¹³⁵ [2], p. 5.
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Russell too noted, in 1908, that ‘propositions are essentially complex’,¹³⁶ and
in 1918, after he had moved over to regarding propositions as linguistic, he
still thought that ‘a proposition . . . is a complex symbol in the sense that it has
parts which are also symbols’.¹³⁷ In his Notebooks Wittgenstein remarked that
‘the sentence (Satz) is a picture of a state of affairs only insofar as it is logically
articulated’, and he added that ‘a simple—unarticulated—sign can be neither
true nor false’.¹³⁸

Does the problem of unity arise for one-word sentences, and if so what does
it look like? As a matter of fact there was a lively debate in the late medieval
period concerning the status of such apparently simple, ‘feature-placing’¹³⁹
declarative sentences as ‘pluit’ (‘it is raining’), ‘tonat’ (‘there is thunder’), etc.,
and on the question whether such sentences could be reduced to articulated
sentences containing more than one word.¹⁴⁰ A prominent opponent of the
reductive strategy was Domingo de Soto, who argued that when rustics hear
the word ‘pluit’ they do not, in forming a mental proposition, articulate the
one-word spoken sentence into something like ‘Natura pluit’ (‘Nature rains’),
but have a simple conception of its meaning corresponding to the simplicity of
the sentence itself.¹⁴¹ This view was echoed much later (and more influentially)
by Adam Smith, who in his Considerations Concerning the First Formation of
Languages (1761) attacked the suggestion that ‘pluit’ abbreviates ‘pluvia pluit’
(‘the rain rains’),¹⁴² and who contrasted the ‘perfect simplicity and unity’
of impersonal verbs with the artificiality and imperfection of constructions
involving personal verbs:

Everybody must observe how much more simplicity there is in the natural expression,
pluit, than in the more artificial expressions, imber decidit, the rain falls; or tempestas est
pluvia, the weather is rainy. In these last two expressions, the simple event, or matter
of fact, is artificially split and divided in the one, into two; in the other, into three
parts. . . . The first verbs, therefore, perhaps even the first words, made use of in the
beginnings of language, would in all probability be such impersonal verbs.¹⁴³

Against Smith’s admittedly rather quaint view, we are told in a standard modern
text on Latin syntax that the fact that impersonal verbs such as ‘pluit’ have no
person-ending except the third-person singular

¹³⁶ [13], p. 76. Cf. Burge [2], p. 133. ¹³⁷ [13], p. 185.
¹³⁸ [6], entry for 3 Oct. 1914, p. 8, taken up into [1] at §4.032.
¹³⁹ I borrow Strawson’s terminology: [1], p. 202; [2], pp. 36–9.
¹⁴⁰ See Nuchelmans [1], pp. 95–6, 113; [6], p. 39; Ashworth [2], ch. 5, pp. 66–71. Cf. Simplicius,

In Cat. p. 43.23–5; Strawson [1], pp. 202–9.
¹⁴¹ De Soto, fo. 20rb. ¹⁴² Smith, §30, p. 217 n. See the editor’s note ad loc.
¹⁴³ Smith, §28, p. 216. Cf. Funke, pp. 24–7; Land, pp. 80–7; Nuchelmans [5], pp. 167–8.
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does not mean that they have no ‘subject’, for the activity denoted by the third-personal
verbal inflexion must be performed by someone or something, even if the speaker
does not know what it is. . . . [T]he subject may be assumed to be the noun implied
in the root of the verb. With those impersonal verbs of active form which denote the
activities of natural phenomena, such as tonat (‘it thunders’); pluit (‘it rains’); ningit (‘it
snows’); vesperascit (‘the shades of evening fall’); etc., the subjects are ‘thunder’, ‘rain’,
‘snow’, ‘evening’, etc.¹⁴⁴

Now the suggestion that such one-word, feature-placing sentences might be,
as they perhaps appear, semantically simple does indeed seem to me erroneous.
But I do not think that the quoted account, though it may be correct as a
matter of etymology, points us in the right direction when it comes to saying
why the semantics of such words must be complex.

Consider first-person one-word Latin sentences, such as ‘lego’ (‘I read’),
where the first-person subject is indicated by inflecting the verb rather than
by inserting a separate word (though a personal pronoun—in this case it
would be ‘ego’—can be inserted as well). Boethius, agreeing with Aristotle
that truth and falsity arise in connection with composition and division (and so
essentially involve semantic complexity), took the view that, in effect, ‘lego’
has a deep structure that can be brought to the surface by transforming it
into the equivalent but articulated form ‘ego lego’.¹⁴⁵ Although neither he nor
Aristotle attempted to justify the claim that truth and falsity require semantic
complexity, we can make good the deficiency. That such superficially simple
forms as ‘lego’ are semantically structured is indicated by their role in inference.
For there will be many inferences, involving the word ‘lego’, the validity of
which will trade on the fact that an account of the semantics of that word
must discern a structuring of more than one element in its semantic make-up.
That observation indirectly vindicates the Aristotelian claim, because of the
constitutive connection between logical validity on the one hand and truth
and falsity on the other: for an inference is defined to be logically valid just
if no interpretation of its non-logical constants renders all of its premisses true
and the conclusion false.

Impersonal verbs work in inference in an entirely similar way to personal
verbs like ‘lego’. For example, a feature-placing sentence such as ‘pluit’ will
mean not simply that it is raining, but—if the feature in question is genuinely
to be placed—that it is raining here and now.¹⁴⁶ That the sentence has this deep

¹⁴⁴ Woodcock, p. 166. The view is an old one in the grammatical tradition: see J. Harris, p. 175 n.,
referring to Apollonius Dyscolus (III, §188: Uhlig II ii/iii, pp. 431.1–432.6) and Priscian (Inst. Gramm.
18, §56: Keil II, pp. 231.21–232.5).

¹⁴⁵ [1], II. i, §1, pp. 47.31–48.6. ¹⁴⁶ Cf. Strawson [1], p. 215.
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structure is indicated by the fact that we (and de Soto’s Latinate rustics) want
to be able to use it in such inference patterns as (translated):

It is raining;

If it is raining, then it is not dry;

Hence it is not dry.

This inference considered as a type is formally valid, but on any actual
occasion of employment the validity and usefulness of (a tokening of) an
argument of that type will depend on the circumstance that the deployment
of the argument takes place over a sufficiently short period of time and in a
sufficiently stable location. A substantial lapse of time or change of location
between the utterances or inscriptions (or, in general, entertainings) of the
premisses and the conclusion can affect the validity of the token argument
(for given a sufficient dislocation of time or place tokenings of the first two
premisses could be true and a tokening of the conclusion false), and a similar
hiatus between the utterance or inscription (entertaining) of the antecedent
and the consequent of the conditional in the second premiss can affect the
truth-value of that premiss, so detracting from the usefulness of the argument as
a whole. We can spell all this out by inserting explicit place and time indexicals:

It is raining here and now;

If it is raining here and now, then it is not dry here and now;

Hence it is not dry here and now.

The point is that the validity and usefulness of any given tokening of the
argument require the references of the indexicals to be fixed to the same place
and time.¹⁴⁷

It follows that while a language may certainly contain one-word sentences,
insofar as these sentences are capable of figuring in inferences they will be
semantically subordinated to articulated propositions, in the sense that the
account of what those sentences mean will discern a structuring of more
than one element—just as many elements, in fact, as are required to make
sense of their role in inference. Now this way of putting the matter might

¹⁴⁷ If we attempted to secure co-reference of the indexicals by inserting further premisses explicitly
stating that relevant token indexicals are co-referential—for of course their mere inclusion in the
argument does not guarantee that—we should find ourselves launched on a regress, since we should
require yet further premisses to secure the co-reference of the new indexicals with the originals, and so
on. This point will be of relevance in Ch. 6 (§82).
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superficially seem to support the main claim of the preceding section, namely
that the unity of sentences is asymmetrically dependent on a metaphysically
prior propositional unity. But, though that claim is not undermined by the
argument of the present section, as far as the issue of sentential and propositional
complexity is concerned the metaphysical dependence relation can be seen
to run in the opposite direction: that is, the complexity of propositions is an
artefact of the complexity of sentences, not vice versa. The point is crucially
connected with the definition of declarative sentences as those sentences that
can be true or false. For it is essential to such items of language as are capable
of bearing truth-values that they can figure in inference (as premisses or
conclusions). And, in the first instance, inferential relations connect sentences,
not propositions; validity is a property of, and semantic and syntactic consequence
are relations on, sentences.¹⁴⁸ Hence the argument I have mounted in the
present section yields, in the first instance, the subordination of one-word
sentences capable of figuring in inference to articulated, many-word sentences.
That is what is really meant by saying that one-word sentences are semantically
subordinated to articulated propositions: the complexity of the propositions
to which these sentences are subordinated has to be thought of as constituted
by the complexity of the sentences that canonically or most completely
express them.¹⁴⁹ (A proposition will be as highly structured as the most highly
structured sentence in the relevant synonymy class represents it as being: the
more structure we can represent a proposition as having, the more structure it
has.) There is no inconsistency between this metaphysical dependence relation
and the different metaphysical dependence relation embodied in the main
claim of the previous section. Propositions are complex in virtue of being
expressed canonically or completely by complex sentences; but the unity of
those complex sentences in turn depends asymmetrically on the unity of the
complex propositions they express.

7 Reference and Supposition
So far propositions have been defined to be the meanings of declarative
sentences. The intuitive notion of meaning has not been subjected to further
analysis. But it is time to remedy this lack. I approach the question of the unity
of the proposition from within the semantic tradition which, in modern times,
derives from Frege, but which was inaugurated by Aristotle: in this tradition

¹⁴⁸ See my [4], §6; contra Frege [26], p. 195. ¹⁴⁹ Cf. Hale [4], p. 188.
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we articulate the relation between language and the world into a hierarchy
comprising three orders or levels. In the Fregean picture there is a level of
symbolic language at the top of the hierarchy, an intermediate level of sense,
and a worldly level of reference at the bottom. The items of language that are
housed at the top of the hierarchy are conceived as types, and the levels of sense
and reference correspond to two distinct components of the intuitive notion of
meaning. The medieval tradition represented the upper tiers of the hierarchy
rather differently: the linguistic items at the top were usually thought of as
spoken or written linguistic tokens rather than types, and the intermediate level
as a level of mental language, whose elements were again normally thought of
as tokens. On either conception, the intermediate level acts as a link between
symbolic language on the one hand and a worldly realm of reference on the
other. Reference is thus the relation that in some way connects language to
the world. But what exactly is this relation? What is it for an item of language
to refer to something in the world? There are, broadly speaking, two strategies
in the tradition for elucidating the notion of reference.¹⁵⁰

According to one strategy, ‘the theory of reference is a theory of the
manner of determination of the truth-value of any sentence in accordance
with its composition’.¹⁵¹ On this approach, reference is in effect what medieval
philosophers called suppositio:¹⁵² according to this conception, the referent of a
linguistic expression is that feature or aspect of it which determines the truth of
those (true) sentences in which it occurs. Supposition theory is a contextualist
doctrine in the sense that it has to do not with the references of words
taken in isolation from sentential contexts, but with the way the references of
individual words affect the semantics of sentences in which they occur, and
in particular with the way in which different kinds of reference determine
the truth of various kinds of sentence.¹⁵³ This emerges especially clearly from
those parts of supposition theory that anticipate modern quantification theory.
Without going too far into the details, we can illustrate this point briefly from

¹⁵⁰ But it is common for philosophers to discuss reference without attempting to elucidate the notion
at all. For example, Sainsbury tells us at the beginning of his [5] that he is not going to ‘prejudge’ the
question what reference is, but rather let a view ‘emerge over the course of the book’ (p. 1). This
unhelpful policy precipitates disaster in ch. 3, where Sainsbury argues for his main claim, that there can
be intelligible but empty referring expressions. How can such issues be decided if we do not know
what reference is? On p. 93 it is confidently affirmed that ‘the analogues of knowing the referent of
a name are knowing which things a predicate applies to and knowing which truth-value a sentence
possesses’. Again, how can we be sure that these are the right analogues, when we have not been told
what the referent of a name is?

¹⁵¹ Dummett [3], p. 479.
¹⁵² See e.g. Spade [2], p. 192; Panaccio [4], pp. 257, 311, 313; Scott, intro. to Buridan, [2], pp. 29–42;

and in general on the history of supposition theory, see Arnold.
¹⁵³ Cf. Panaccio [1], p. 268.
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the writings of one of the theory’s clearest and most influential exponents.
William of Ockham tells us that the term ‘man’ stands in personal determinate
supposition in the sentence ‘a man is an animal’, and what this means is that
we can ‘descend’ from the sentence ‘a man is an animal’ to the disjunction
‘this man is an animal, or that man is an animal etc.’, and we can ‘ascend’
from any of the particular sentences ‘this man is an animal’, ‘that man is an
animal’ etc., to the main sentence; again, the term ‘man’ is said to stand in
personal confused distributive mobile supposition in the sentence ‘every man
is an animal’, and what this means is that we can ‘descend’ from the sentence
‘every man is an animal’ to the conjunction ‘this man is an animal and that
man is an animal, etc.’, but we cannot ‘ascend’ from any of the particular
sentences of the form ‘this man is an animal’, ‘that man is an animal’, etc. to
the main sentence.¹⁵⁴ (These are Ockham’s analyses of existential and universal
quantification; evidently they, like Wittgenstein’s analyses in the Tractatus, are
given in terms of ‘long disjunctions’ and ‘long conjunctions’ respectively.¹⁵⁵)
Even from this brief illustration it is clear that we are here concerned not with
properties enjoyed by terms as such, in abstraction from the sentential contexts
in which they occur, but with properties of terms as they occur in sentential
contexts, and in particular with the way they determine the various sentences
in which they occur to be true. This is the force of Ockham’s version of
the context principle, according to which a term has supposition only in the
context of a sentence.¹⁵⁶

In the case of simple categorical sentences—that is, unmodalized, quantifier-
free non-composite declarative sentences of the form ‘a is F’,¹⁵⁷ where ‘a’ is a
proper name and ‘F’ a monadic general term¹⁵⁸—Ockham subscribed to the
so-called identity theory of predication, according to which such a sentence
is true just if what the subject supposits for is identical with what (or with
one of the things which)¹⁵⁹ the predicate supposits for,¹⁶⁰ where a term is

¹⁵⁴ [1], I, §70. ¹⁵⁵ Cf. Kleene, pp. 177–9. ¹⁵⁶ [1], I, §63, p. 193.
¹⁵⁷ Throughout this book, ordinary quotation marks will double as marks of quasi-quotation.
¹⁵⁸ See Whately, II. ii. 1, p. 75.
¹⁵⁹ The parenthesis is necessary, otherwise if ‘This is red’ and ‘That is red’ were both true (in some

context), by the transitivity of identity we would have ‘This = that’. See here Sinisi [1].
¹⁶⁰ [1], II, §2, pp. 249–50; [3], III, §12, p. 250. On the identity and inference theories of predication,

see Pinborg [3], p. 53; Malcolm; Perler, pp. 80–2; my [5]; Leppin, pp. 102–3, 141. In the early modern
period one of the clearest statements of the identity theory was given by Hobbes: [1], I. iii, §§2, 7–10,
16, and I. iv, §8; [2], I, §4; cf. Nuchelmans [5], pp. 128–30. See also the passage from John Sergeant
cited by Wilson, pp. 97–8; and De Morgan, p. 50. The identity theory was still adhered to by Geach
in his [1] (p. 478), but a few years later he thought it ‘logically worthless’ ([2], p. 252). It is the ‘two
name’ theory which he went on to attack influentially in his [3]. Frege, incidentally, repudiates the
identity theory ([11], p. 442; [21], p. 200; cf. Angelelli [1], p. 95) as do Mill and Johnson (see Prior [3],
pp. 85–8). In spite of its dubious credentials, the theory has recently been revived by Armstrong ([6]).
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taken to supposit for what it is verified of:¹⁶¹ hence a sentence of the form
‘a is F’ is true just if ‘That is a’ and ‘That is F’ are both verified when the
references of the demonstratives are fixed to the same object. (This definition
evidently sets up a circle¹⁶² or, better, a regress; but the regress seems to me an
innocent, constituting regress of the sort I discuss in §82 below.) Of course,
as a nominalist (or conceptualist) Ockham is quite happy to embrace the
implication of this doctrine that general terms refer to their instances.¹⁶³ But
the key point is, here again, that the type of supposition which a word has
in any given sentential context is governed by the requirement that it have
just the right kind of supposition in that context to render the sentence in
which it occurs true. Thus, for example, in the sentence ‘Man is an animal’,
‘man’ has personal supposition, and so refers to its instances, because it is real
men—as opposed to either mental entities or spoken and written linguistic
signs—who, in virtue of being animals, render that sentence true; in ‘Man
is a word’, by contrast, ‘man’ is held to have material supposition (that is, to
refer to the spoken or written sign ‘man’), because in this context that is the
kind of supposition which will render the sentence true. No room is made
for the possibility that the sentence ‘Man is a word’ might be false because
‘man’ has personal supposition in that context: indeed, supposition theory is
unable, in general, to accommodate meaningful falsity—it is, we might say,
not primarily in the business of doing so—for it is a theory of what makes
sentences true, when they are true, and not of what gives them meaning,
regardless of truth-value. The supposition of a term is fixed, as the early logic
text Dialectica Monacensis tells us—and this constraint pervades later expositions
of the theory in the medieval period—‘according to the requirement that the
expression [in which the term occurs] be true’ (secundum exigentiam veritatis in
locutione).¹⁶⁴ On this approach to reference, then, it coincides with satisfaction.

¹⁶¹ [1], I, §§33, 63. Cf. Buridan [2], §3, p. 50 (see my [5], p. 93).
¹⁶² Cf. my [5], pp. 92–3, where I quote Peter of Ailly’s charge to this effect.
¹⁶³ [1], I, §4, p. 15; §10, pp. 35–8; §17, p. 60; §21, p. 70; §33, p. 96; §43, pp. 123–4. Cf. Descartes,

Principles, I, §59 (viiiA, pp. 27–8); Hobbes [1], I. ii, §9. On Ockham see Panaccio [1], pp. 280–5.
There is a distinction to be drawn between the way an ‘absolute’ term (such as ‘animal’) refers to the
entities in its extension and the way a ‘connotative’ term (such as ‘white’) does so: cf. Mill, I. ii, §5.
(The distinction has generated considerable controversy in the exegesis of Ockham: see Spade [1];
Adams, pp. 319–27; my [12]; Panaccio [5], ch. 4.) I shall return to Ockham’s theory of reference for
general terms in §17.

¹⁶⁴ De Rijk [1], ii/2, p. 608. Here one might also mention the commonly expressed principle that
‘the subjects [of sentences] are such as [i.e. have the kind of supposition that] their predicates permit’
(talia sunt subiecta, qualia permiserint praedicata): see Spade [2], p. 193; my [5], §5. Noteworthy too in this
connection is the doctrine of restrictio and ampliatio, according to which the domain of discourse can
be contracted or extended, in the semantic analysis of a given sentence, in whatever way is necessary
to render the sentence true: thus e.g. a future-tensed statement about men will have its domain of
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Contemporary adherents of what is in essence a continuation of the sup-
position strategy include Quine and Davidson, for both of whom satisfaction
is, as Davidson puts it, ‘a generalized form of reference’.¹⁶⁵ To some extent
it is also Frege’s strategy. Frege’s semantical approach is non-extensionalist
insofar as he does not identify the referent of what he calls a concept-word
(a predicative general term) with the objects that satisfy it, as Quine and
Davidson do and as is quite standard in contemporary semantics in respect
of both natural and artificial languages,¹⁶⁶ but rather with what he calls a
concept. But he does not consistently take the opportunity provided by
this semantical disposition to allow particular pairs of concept-words satisfied
by the same objects (as it might be, ‘is renate’ and ‘is cordate’) to refer
to distinct concepts: sometimes he does adopt an intensionalist reading of
concepts, but elsewhere it is clear that he thinks of them along extensional-
ist lines, according to which concepts are identical provided only that they
have the same extension.¹⁶⁷ On an extensionalist approach, the referent of
an expression is that in virtue of whose identity linguistic expressions can be
intersubstituted salva veritate in referentially transparent contexts,¹⁶⁸ or more
generally it is, as David Bell puts it, ‘a property which an expression must
possess if that expression is to be truth-valuable’, or again ‘that property of
an expression which enables it to participate in valid deductive inference
within the predicate calculus with identity’.¹⁶⁹ It is the ‘conceptual content’
(begrifflicher Inhalt) of the Begriffsschrift, about which we are told that it is
content relevant to inferential properties.¹⁷⁰ These formulations need to be
extended, or glossed, so as to make it clear that they apply to subsentential
expressions as well as to sentences: in the case of subsentential expressions, it
would be more perspicuous to say that the reference of any such expression
is the contribution it makes towards determining the inferential properties of
sentences.¹⁷¹

discourse enlarged to include men who are going to exist as well as currently existing men (the latter
being the default personal supposition of ‘man’), so as to obviate the relevant sentence’s being rendered
false or truth-valueless for failure of reference. See Scott’s intro. to Buridan’s [2], pp. 33–4.

¹⁶⁵ Davidson [2], p. 30. Cf. [1], pp. 216–17, 223, 229; Quine [3], §§19–22; Carnap [3], §29.
¹⁶⁶ See e.g. Geach [3], p. 46; Martin, pp. 99–100; Wallace; Kimball, pp. 112–13; Kripke [2], p. 328;

Partee et al., pp. 142–3, 231–2; Bostock [2], pp. 74–90; Hodges [2], p. 43; Priest [1], p. 200; Sainsbury
[5], p. 93 (quoted above, n. 150); Hale [4], p. 201.

¹⁶⁷ For the intensionalist approach, see [3], §68 n. For the extensionalist approach, see [9], p. 320
([21], p. 184); [26], pp. 132–4. Frege is often wrongly taken to have had an exclusively extensionalist
understanding of concepts: see e.g. von Kutschera [1], p. 78; Cocchiarella [2], p. 58; Crocco [1], p. 23;
[2], p. 180. For a modern exposition of the intensionalist approach, see Zalta [1], esp. chs. 2 and 3.

¹⁶⁸ Cf. Bell [1], pp. 24–5; [2], p. 191; [4], p. 41; Brandom [1], p. 279.
¹⁶⁹ [1], p. 42; [2], p. 193; cf. McDowell [6], p. 56.
¹⁷⁰ Frege [1], p. x; §3, pp. 2–3. Cf. Grossmann [1], pp. 13–14. ¹⁷¹ Cf. Dummett [3], p. 479.
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As far as proper names are concerned, adopting the suppositio approach to
reference—construing reference as satisfaction—fits with a descriptivist rather
than a de re construal of sense. It is definitive of the idea of the de re sense of
a proper name that (i) a name’s having a referent is essential to its having a
sense—and so essential to there being anything that counts as understanding
that name; (ii) its having the very referent it has is essential to that name’s
having the very sense it has; and (iii) the understander, in grasping a de re sense,
thereby cognizes the object which is the name’s referent.¹⁷² Grasping the de re
sense of an appropriate name is a matter of thinking of the name’s referent
in some particular, non-descriptive way; hence its reference, as well as sense,
is correlative with understanding. By contrast, if one opts for a descriptivist
approach to the senses of proper names,¹⁷³ there will, as in the case of the
approach to general terms which identifies their referents with their extensions,
be a clear respect in which, while the senses of relevant expressions are correl-
ative with understanding,¹⁷⁴ their references—objects satisfying descriptions in
the case of names, extensions in the case of general terms—will not be. Now
on the suppositio approach to meaning the referent of any expression will be, as
we have said, that aspect of the expression which is relevant to determining the
inferential properties of sentences the expression goes to compose. Plainly there
is no guarantee, on this approach, that the understander of an expression will
know what its referent is; so there can be no requirement that the understander
think of its referent as a condition of understanding the expression.¹⁷⁵ Such a
dislocation between reference and understanding is exactly what descriptivism
about the senses of proper names provides.

Davidson attributes the general conception of reference we are currently
considering to Tarski, and it is familiar that Tarski has been the inspiration
for Davidson’s sustained and influential attempts to elucidate the notion of
meaning both by constructing (fragments of) axiomatized theories of meaning
for natural languages, and more importantly by adumbrating what would be
involved in constructing such theories. But one can agree with Davidson
in his contention that the study of such theories is capable of shedding
light on meaning, and one can even follow him in his further proposal that

¹⁷² On the notion of de re sense see Evans [1], ch. 1; McDowell [3], Essays 8–10, and [6]; Davies,
esp. ch. 5; Strawson [6], p. 48; Brandom [2], pp. 547–52; Sainsbury [5], pp. 83–5.

¹⁷³ This approach includes Dummett’s construal of understanding a proper name as a matter of
having a criterion by which we can identify an object as its referent (see also Chomsky [5], p. 42; and
Tugendhat [2], pp. 359, 478–9, who follows Dummett). Any such criterion will, when expressed, take
the form of a definite description: see e.g. [4], p. 87; [10], pp. 46, 74. Descriptive readings of Fregean
sense are all too common: e.g. Bealer [1], pp. 159, 164; [4], pp. 19, 40–1; Zalta [1], pp. 164–5, and [2];
Sainsbury [5], pp. 92–4.

¹⁷⁴ Cf. Hylton [2], pp. 124–5. ¹⁷⁵ Cf. Church [4], p. 101.
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theories of meaning should take the form of theories of truth—theories, that
is, whose theorems state the truth-conditions of object-language sentences
in some suitably chosen metalanguage (possibly the same language as the
object-language)—without being thereby compelled to endorse any particular
strategy for assigning semantic values to subsentential expressions. Semantic
values are assigned to subsentential expressions under the overall constraint that
the assignment should enable the theorist to derive correct meaning-specifications
for complete sentences; and that constraint does not, just as such, dictate any
particular way of making the assignments.¹⁷⁶ It surely ought to be possible to
adopt a strategy deriving truth-conditions for complete sentences from clauses
for subsentential expressions that work by assigning, as the semantic values of
general terms, not satisfying objects (or sequences of objects, the complication
being required to deal with polyadic terms), but rather satisfaction conditions. On
this approach the referent of a general term ‘F’ would be not a set of satisfying
objects (or satisfying sequences of objects), but an abstract condition which any
given object(s) would have to satisfy in order to count as being (an) F. Such
an alternative strategy would actually seem to harmonize better—at least for
the purposes of constructing a theory of meaning for natural languages—with
the way Tarski and Davidson treat sentences, for their approach envisages the
derivation not of sentences’ truth-values as the semantic values determining (and
in this case coinciding with) sentence meanings, but of their truth-conditions.
The motivation for adopting such an alternative strategy would be to connect,
in a way that the suppositio strategy does not, reference with understanding.

8 Reference and Signification
That brings us to the second strategy for making sense of the relation of
reference. According to this approach, reference equates to what medieval
philosophers called significatio: that is, the reference of a linguistic expression is
what grounds understanding.¹⁷⁷ Now medieval philosophers typically subscribed
to a causal and atomistic account of this grounding relation;¹⁷⁸ but it is familiar

¹⁷⁶ Cf. McGinn, ch. 3.
¹⁷⁷ Spade [2], pp. 188–9. See e.g. Abelard [1], pp. 307.28–308.1, discussed by Jacobi [2]. The main

source for this approach was (Boethius’ translation of ) a passage in Aristotle’s Int. (16b19–21), which I
quote and discuss in §26 below.

¹⁷⁸ This conception of signification goes back to Augustine and Boethius, and is explicitly followed
by Ockham in [1], I, §1 (pp. 8–9), and by Buridan in [2], ch. 1 (p. 22). See Panaccio [2], pp. 67–70
(on Ockham). For the post-medieval continuation of the doctrine, see Ashworth [1], pp. 39–40 with
e.g. de Soto, fos. 2rb –3vb, and Fonseca, I, §8.
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from the philosophy of the later Wittgenstein, and the literature this has
spawned, that causal accounts are not competent to construct the essential
normativity of meaning and understanding.¹⁷⁹ That is, we require of the notion
of signification (reference), if it is to be genuinely correlative with linguistic
understanding, that it characterize not what the understander actually does
think of—what he or she is, as a matter of fact, caused to think of—when
entertaining a linguistic expression, but rather what he or she ought to think of
in order to count as understanding that expression.

As a rule, the causal account was supplemented in medieval accounts of
signification (and we find this too in Descartes)¹⁸⁰ by a story locating a relation of
similitude between mental concepts and suitable worldly entities. (The account
applied in the first instance to singular thought, and was then generalized
by appeal to the notion of abstraction.¹⁸¹) The notion that a mental image
‘resembles’ something in the ‘external’ world plausibly goes back, at least for
medieval thinkers, to Plato’s description of the demiurge’s creative activity in
the Timaeus.¹⁸² But for reasons that we also owe to the later Wittgenstein, this
approach to mental representation has to be rejected as well: it does not make
sense to suppose that mental images look (sound etc.) like worldly entities, for
mental images do not present an appearance (as it were to an inner homunculus)
at all: we have mental images; we do not perceive them. Claude Panaccio has
suggested that the notion of resemblance between mental images (or acts) and
worldly things might be glossed in terms of a structural isomorphism,¹⁸³ and
the idea, while perhaps too modern for Ockham, is certainly one we find
in Descartes and Leibniz.¹⁸⁴ But the appeal to isomorphism still invites us to
conceive of mental images (acts) inappropriately, in photographic or similar
terms. And the relation between the propositional content of mental images
and the propositionality of (bits of) the world is one of identity, not merely of
resemblance or isomorphism.¹⁸⁵

If we adopt the significatio approach to reference, as I shall be doing in this
study, a more satisfactory construal of the reference relation than the atomistic

¹⁷⁹ See Kripke [4], esp. pp. 22–37. ¹⁸⁰ Nuchelmans [5], p. 44.
¹⁸¹ On Ockham, a prime exponent of this approach, see Arnold, pp. 124–5; Panaccio [4], pp. 273–5.

In his mature thought Ockham abandoned the so-called fictum theory of his early writings in favour
of a mental-act theory (see here Nuchelmans [5], pp. 26–8; Karger [1], pp. 445–51; [2], pp. 173–9;
Panaccio [4], pp. 258–64), but he continued to maintain the idea of resemblance between semantically
significant mental acts and relevant worldly entities.

¹⁸² Nuchelmans [5], pp. 23–4, 37. ¹⁸³ [4], pp. 275, 315–16.
¹⁸⁴ See Nuchelmans [5], pp. 37, 215–18. In his essay ‘Quid sit idea’, Leibniz remarks: ‘patet non esse

necessarium ut id quod exprimit simile sit rei expressae, modo habitudinum quaedam analogia servetur’
([1], vii, p. 264; [5], p. 64).

¹⁸⁵ See my [15], ch. 6, and Ch. 2 below.
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causal-cum-similitude one will be the following: the object of reference of
an expression is just that thing which an adequate theory of meaning for the
language in question specifies as what understanders need to think of, and
what it suffices for them to think of (so long as they think of the relevant
object as the meaning of the relevant item of language),¹⁸⁶ in order to count as
understanding the expression in question. Or, to put it in Russellian terms: the
object of reference of an expression is just that thing (concrete or abstract)¹⁸⁷
which it is necessary and sufficient for an understander to be acquainted
with in order to count as understanding the expression in question.¹⁸⁸ The
requirement that the notion of reference be embedded within the idea of a
theory of meaning cancels the atomism of the medieval approach to significatio,
because a theory of meaning, on the view I endorse and shall examine more
closely in the next section, privileges the complete sentence as the primary unit
of semantic meaning, subsentential items and their references being derivative,
and essentially theoretical, posits required to account for the semantic properties
of whole sentences. As Michael Dummett puts it, sentences are prior to words
in the order of explanation: that is, as theorists we explain what words are
in terms of their role in forming sentences. This does not conflict with an
opposing priority in what Dummett calls the order of recognition: that is, as
speakers we understand sentences on the basis of a prior understanding of their
component words.¹⁸⁹

This definition of reference obviously invites the larger question: what sorts
and strengths of epistemic connection between understander and object of
reference are required to constitute a genuine relation of acquaintance? My
view is that we should insist on a fairly strong connection, one that requires the
subject to be able to distinguish an object of acquaintance (thought of as the
referent of a given linguistic expression) not indeed from all other things,¹⁹⁰ but
from all other contextually relevant things. In the particular case of sentences, if
truth-values are what declarative sentences refer to (as Frege believed), then we
should demand that an understander know whether a sentence is true or false
in order to count as understanding it. (Of course, on Frege’s own approach
to reference—which, as we have seen, is a suppositio approach—it would by

¹⁸⁶ Grandy, p. 403.
¹⁸⁷ Geach rejects the Russellian view that we can have direct acquaintance with universals ([6],

p. 47), but he does so on the basis of a rejection of the empiricist doctrine that our acquaintance with
universals is achieved by a process of abstraction, which leaves open the possibility that our acquaintance
with them might be otherwise grounded.

¹⁸⁸ Russell [13], p. 56; [8], p. 32; cf. too [5], p. 209. Contrary to what Russell implies in ‘On
Denoting’ ([13], p. 55), the principle of acquaintance does not have anything essentially to do with the
theory of descriptions: Hylton [2], p. 207; Cartwright [3], p. 922.

¹⁸⁹ Dummett [2], p. 4. See further §56 below. ¹⁹⁰ So Evans [1], p. 89.
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no means follow that the understander of a sentence need be acquainted with
its truth-value in the sense of knowing whether the sentence is true or false:
for, on that approach, the level of sense is supposed to encode everything
that is necessary and sufficient for understanding.¹⁹¹) I also take a realist
epistemology for granted, according to which the objects of our acquaintance
include not only abstract objects and universals, but also the ordinary concrete
individuals, animate and inanimate, among which we pass our lives, rather than
sense-data (and perhaps Cartesian selves), as Russell wanted. Though broader
than Russell’s own notion of acquaintance¹⁹²—at least when he came to see
the doctrine as having principal (or even exclusive) application to sense-data
and Cartesian selves¹⁹³—my understanding of acquaintance is also weaker,
for Russell eventually espoused a doctrine of total epistemic transparency
for objects of acquaintance—hence the restriction of acquaintance to items
that he felt could meet that demand—in the sense that anything figuring as
an object of acquaintance must be something which the subject, in effect,
knows infallibly.¹⁹⁴ Any such Cartesian understanding of the acquaintance
relation is no part of my picture. For me, aside from a handful of degenerate
and uninteresting exceptions, fallibility infects one’s knowledge of all one’s
mental states, including such paradigmatically ‘inner’ experiences as seeing an
after-image and feeling pain.¹⁹⁵

9 Linguistic Idealism and Empirical Realism
There are two approaches to the Aristotelian and Fregean semantic hierarchy
which both demand to be recognized, but which may seem to be in conflict
with one another: the perspective of linguistic idealism and the perspective of
empirical realism. According to the first of these perspectives, sense and refer-
ence are essentially derived notions. Intelligible symbolic language is the given,
and the senses and referents of items of symbolic language are theoretically
derived posits, precipitated by a correct account of the meaningfulness of those

¹⁹¹ Evans takes himself to be in part interpreting Frege when he tells us that he has ‘felt able to
grasp the nettle—to suppose that in understanding a sentence one would, in one way, be thinking
of its truth-value’ ([1], p. 17 n. 17). In what way? McDowell has a suggestion on that score, which
I shall consider in §14 below. In fact, however, on my reading of Frege, it is a misinterpretation to
impute to him the view that the understander of a sentence is obliged to think, in any way at all, of its
truth-value: for on Frege’s suppositio approach to reference, everything the understander ‘has to think
about’ is accommodated at the level of sense, and the level of reference simply has no role to play in
grounding linguistic understanding.

¹⁹² Cf. B. Linsky [1], pp. 195–7. ¹⁹³ Cf. Hylton [2], pp. 39–40.
¹⁹⁴ See here again McDowell [3], Essays 8–11; Potter [1], p. 121. ¹⁹⁵ See my [15], pp. 79–89.
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items: put otherwise, the levels of sense and reference are transcendentally
deduced by the semantic theorist as required for a correct theoretical under-
standing of the meaningfulness of symbolic language. Even before that, the
phenomenon of creative language use forces us to find structure and composi-
tionality in language, and in order to model this aspect of language we need to
discern fundamental components of meaningful language—the basic building
blocks out of which everything else is constructed.¹⁹⁶ Having done that, we
proceed to assign semantic values (referents) to the components of language
we have discerned and to their combinations. In pursuing this bipartite strategy
we will be able to show how the meanings of complex linguistic structures (in
the first instance, sentences) are functionally dependent on the semantic values
we assign to relatively simple components. We might put the perspective of
linguistic idealism by saying that sentences are the primary datum, and that
theoretically posited entities are derived in two directions, horizontally and
vertically: horizontally (that is, at the level of symbolic language), we derive the
notion of semantically significant parts of sentences (words, phrases, clauses);
vertically (descending the semantic hierarchy), we derive the referents of sen-
tences and of their semantically significant parts. It is obvious that this account
of the theoretical provenance of the notion of reference appeals to the idea of
reference as signification, rather than to that of reference as supposition. Having
established the basic framework in which semantic significance is modelled
in terms of relations between linguistic items and their referents, we need in
addition to posit a notion of sense: that is because we need (at least in some
contexts) a notion of the particular way in which a piece of discourse presents
its subject matter; in these contexts we must accommodate the idea not merely
of what an understander needs to think of in order to count as understanding
a given linguistic expression, but also of how he or she needs to think of that
entity.¹⁹⁷

The linguistic idealism of this approach now needs to be coordinated with
an empirical realism. Suppose we ask: ‘how can we be assured that our thinking
latches onto the world at all?’¹⁹⁸ The answer to this question has two parts.
First, given that from a theoretical point of view the most fundamental unit of
discourse is the sentence, and that subsentential components are theoretically
derived posits, we would expect the basic connection between language and
the world to be established at the level of the sentence. Indeed it is: for it is
in the fact that declarative sentences are bearers of truth-values that the primary

¹⁹⁶ Creativity has been a persistent theme of Chomsky’s writings: see e.g. [6], pp. 221–2.
¹⁹⁷ See here my [15], ch. 6, §2, for a fuller treatment of the approach summarized in this paragraph.
¹⁹⁸ Sullivan [5], p. 99.
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connection between language and the world is set up. The truth-values of
sentences are not in general up to us, so that any risk that our linguistic idealism
might topple over into an objectionably strong form of idealism is averted
at this initial point, and in a way that is not compromised by our insistence
on the theoretical status of the reference relation. Secondly, though objects,
taken collectively, exist as a transcendentally deduced necessary condition of
the meaningfulness of language, it remains the case that, taken individually,
their existence may be, and usually is, independent of the existence of any
particular empirical language or family of languages, or even of all empirical
languages: for an object’s existence is dependent only on the possibility of its
being referred to in some language or other.

Given, now, that the metaphysical perspective I invoke to justify my
approach to the unity problem involves a form of realism, as well as of
linguistic idealism, it ought to follow that the question of propositional unity is
as much an ontological as a linguistic one. And it does follow: for like Russell
and unlike Frege I locate propositions at the level of reference, corresponding
to declarative sentences at the level of symbolic language, though unlike
Russell but like Frege I also insert an intermediate level of sense into the
hierarchy, so that Russellian propositions are conceived to be presented by
declarative sentences in quite specific ways, that is, by means of appropriately
structured Fregean Thoughts. Moreover, I identify the level of reference, so
construed, with the world: objects of discourse turn out to be worldly entities,
whether concrete or abstract, individual or universal, and worldly entities are,
in turn, essentially objects of discourse. These points, which I here simply set
out dogmatically, will be revisited and defended in later chapters, especially
Chapter 2, where I shall also explain why I favour the significatio approach to
reference.

But in the remainder of this chapter I want to examine a number of
difficulties that ensnared Russell when he tackled the problem of propositional
unity in the early twentieth century. As I have said (§5), the question what
constitutes the unities of declarative sentence and proposition is prior to the
question ‘What is truth?’; for we are in effect asking after the nature not of
truth, but of truth-or-falsity. It follows that it is a constraint on any solution to
the problem of unity that it apply to meaningful false sentences and propositions
as well as to meaningful true ones: any purported solution to the problem
of unity which ends up stating, or implying, that only true sentences and
propositions are unified can be rejected without further ado. As we shall now
see, however, some of Russell’s discussions of the unity problem in the period
1903–18 breached the above constraint in interesting ways: setting out how
this came about will both help fix the significance of the constraint in our
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minds and focus our attention on a number of texts and issues that will be
important later in this study.

10 Russell on Truth, Falsity, and Unity (I): 1903

An early indication of a difficulty that was to occupy Russell intermittently
throughout the first two decades of the last century comes in The Principles of
Mathematics. According to the account of the proposition contained therein,
as I have mentioned (§3), a proposition consists not of words or senses, but
of ‘the entities indicated by words’,¹⁹⁹ which Russell calls ‘terms’. ‘Terms’, we
are told, are

whatever may be an object of thought, or may occur in any true or false proposition, or
can be counted as one. . . . A man, a moment, a number, a class, a relation, a chimaera,
or anything else that can be mentioned, is sure to be a term; and to deny that such and
such a thing is a term must always be false.²⁰⁰

For Russell, before he developed the type theory which was given its first
detailed presentation in his paper ‘Mathematical Logic as Based on the Theory
of Types’ (1908)—an appendix to Principles contains a sketch of a type theory
for classes, but it hardly influences the main text—and later incorporated into
Principia Mathematica (1910), all entities are, in effect, of the same ontological
type.²⁰¹ As I have noted, Russell derived his 1903 treatment of propositions
as containing worldly entities from Moore, though he also indicated that he
thought there were important differences between his (Russell’s) terms and
Moore’s concepts.²⁰² One difference would be the following. Moore thinks
that ‘in the end, the concept turns out to be the only substantive or subject,
and no one concept either more or less an adjective than any other’,²⁰³ whereas
Russell argues that ‘terms which are concepts differ from those which are
not . . . in virtue of the fact that, in certain true or false propositions, they
occur in a manner which is different in an indefinable way from the manner
in which subjects or terms of relations occur’.²⁰⁴ I shall return to Russell’s
distinction between things and concepts in Chapter 3, where I discuss Russell’s
1903 solution to the unity problem. Here I wish to focus not on the solution
itself, but on a preliminary point.

¹⁹⁹ [3], §51.
²⁰⁰ [3], §47; cf. §427, and [16], p. 143. See also Strawson [1], ch. 8, e.g. p. 240: ‘There is nothing of

which we can speak which cannot appear as a logical subject’.
²⁰¹ Cf. Cocchiarella [1], pp. 7, 20–1; Stevens [2], pp. 31–2. ²⁰² [3], §47, p. 44 n.
²⁰³ [2], p. 18. ²⁰⁴ [3], §49. Cf. Imaguire, p. 149.
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At the stage where the issue of propositional unity obtrudes, Russell is
discussing whether, and if so in what sense, a verb—or its referent, but as we
have noted in connection with a complaint of Frege’s (§3), Russell tends to
neglect this distinction—can be made a logical subject.²⁰⁵ His official position
(against Frege, as he notes²⁰⁶) is that it is contradictory to deny that any entity
can be made a logical subject, because in stating that a given entity cannot be
made a logical subject, we thereby make it one. Russell continues:

If we ask: What is asserted in the proposition ‘Caesar died’? the answer must be ‘the
death of Caesar is asserted’. In that case, it would seem, it is the death of Caesar which
is true or false; and yet neither truth nor falsity belongs to a mere logical subject.
The answer seems to be that the death of Caesar has an external relation to truth or
falsehood (as the case may be), whereas ‘Caesar died’ in some way or other contains its
own truth or falsehood as an element. But if this is the correct analysis, it is difficult to
see how ‘Caesar died’ differs from ‘the truth of Caesar’s death’ in the case where it is
true, or ‘the falsehood of Caesar’s death’ in the other case. Yet it is quite plain that the
latter, at any rate, is never equivalent to ‘Caesar died’. There appears to be an ultimate
notion of assertion, given by the verb, which is lost as soon as we substitute a verbal
noun, and is lost when the proposition in question is made the subject of some other
proposition. This does not depend upon grammatical form: for if I say ‘Caesar died is
a proposition’, I do not assert that Caesar did die, and an element which is present in
‘Caesar died’ has disappeared. Thus the contradiction which was to have been avoided,
of an entity which cannot be made a logical subject, appears to have here become
inevitable. This difficulty, which seems to be inherent in the very nature of truth and
falsehood, is one with which I do not know how to deal satisfactorily.²⁰⁷

The problem that concerns Russell in the wider context from which this
passage is drawn is, as I have indicated, the question what distinguishes a
proposition, which is constitutively true or false, from a ‘logical subject’—that
is, the referent of any kind of name—which is not either true or false.
In particular, he focuses on what distinguishes a proposition from (i) the
propositional concept (as he subsequently calls it²⁰⁸) formed from it, and (ii) the
reification of that proposition formed by making it the logical subject of
another proposition.

But once we are clear that this is the nature of Russell’s real concern, we
can see that his claim that ‘if I say ‘‘Caesar died is a proposition’’, I do not
assert that Caesar did die, and an element which is present in ‘‘Caesar died’’
has disappeared’ is wrong. The feature of the proposition—or as we should
say, sentence—‘Caesar died’ which concerns (or ought to concern) us in a

²⁰⁵ This is the problem that leads Frege into the ‘paradox of the concept horse’, which I shall discuss,
in connection with both Frege and Russell, in Ch. 3.

²⁰⁶ [3], §475. ²⁰⁷ [3], §52; cf. §38. ²⁰⁸ [3], §55. Cf. N. Griffin [4], p. 169.
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context where the issue of unity is at stake is its declarative status—that is, its
ability to be true or false—not whether anyone at any time asserts it. And
that declarative status does not disappear when we make the sentence ‘Caesar
died’ the grammatical subject of another sentence, so turning its corresponding
proposition into the logical subject of another proposition. Moreover, it is
not intrinsic to the sentence ‘Caesar died’ that anyone at any time assert it:
the presence in that sentence of a copula has—contrary to a venerable, but
mistaken, tradition²⁰⁹—nothing to do with the force, assertoric or other, with
which that sentence may, on any given occasion, be expressed. And whether
anyone does assert that sentence is (semantically speaking) a purely adventitious
feature of it, not an element that ‘disappears’ from the sentence when it is made
the grammatical subject of another sentence (and its corresponding proposition
made the logical subject of another proposition). So Russell’s claim is mistaken:
there is no relevant—no semantic—attribute of ‘Caesar died’ which ‘disappears’
when that sentence is embedded in larger sentential contexts. Russell should
not have brought extraneous pragmatic considerations to bear in a context
where we are exclusively concerned with semantics.

Elsewhere, Russell distinguishes between a ‘psychological’ conception of
assertion and a ‘logical’ one,²¹⁰ and it might look as though this terminological
policy were meant to accommodate the distinction between the pragmatic
notion of a sentence’s being put forward on some occasion with assertoric
force, and the semantic notion of a sentence’s having declarative status. But
if that was the intention behind the distinction, it misfires for the following
reason: while we may plausibly identify Russell’s ‘psychological’ assertion
with the pragmatic notion I have specified, any attempted identification of
‘logical’ assertion with the contrasting semantic notion fails. For it turns out
that, while both true and false propositions (sentences) may be asserted in the
‘psychological’ sense, according to Russell only true propositions (sentences)
are asserted in the ‘logical’ sense.²¹¹ (Something similar was held by Frege.²¹²)
It is possible that this restriction is hinted at in the passage I have quoted, at
the point where Russell says:

it is difficult to see how ‘Caesar died’ differs from ‘the truth of Caesar’s death’ in the
case where it is true, or ‘the falsehood of Caesar’s death’ in the other case. Yet it is quite
plain that the latter, at any rate, is never equivalent to ‘Caesar died’. (My emphasis)

Actually, the suggestion contained in this excerpt is mistaken: the equivalence,
if it obtains, between ‘Caesar died’ and ‘the truth of Caesar’s death’ does

²⁰⁹ Still alive in e.g. Anderson, at pp. 21–2.
²¹⁰ See [3], §§38, 43, 135, 478. ²¹¹ [3], §§52, 478.
²¹² See his letter to Jourdain of (about) Jan. 1914 ([22], p. 127); Bell [1], p. 91.
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not depend upon the assumption that ‘Caesar died’ is true. By contrast, as
Russell notes, ‘the falsehood of Caesar’s death’ is never equivalent to ‘Caesar
died’—not even if it is false that Caesar died. In other words, we can have a
redundancy theory of truth, but not of falsity: truth is, in that sense, prior to
falsity. But it by no means follows from this observation that a true sentence
or proposition is, in any sense, more unified than a false one, and if that is what
Russell meant to imply with his strange doctrine that only true propositions
are ‘logically’ asserted—and what else could be meant?—he was wrong. The
idea of ‘logical’ assertion is entirely bogus.

Russell’s question was whether ‘Caesar died’ enjoys some unity lacked by
‘(the truth of) Caesar’s death’ (and ‘the truth of the truth of Caesar’s death’
etc.), and if so what that difference consists in. On the basis of the points I
have made, we can say that this question should be addressed without having
recourse either to pragmatic considerations or to the particular truth-values
of any given sentences or propositions. But, as we shall now see, confusion
on both these points—a feeling that unity is peculiarly proprietary to judged
(‘psychologically asserted’) propositions, and that true (‘logically asserted’)
propositions are somehow more unified than false ones—plagued Russell’s
examination of the issue of propositional unity, and of truth and falsity, over
the next fifteen years.²¹³

11 Russell on Truth, Falsity, and Unity (II): 1910–13

Russell’s renewed attack in his 1910 paper ‘On the Nature of Truth and
Falsehood’ on the problem of propositional unity was characterized by a
rejection of the existence of what, using Meinongian terminology, he called
‘false objectives’, that is, entities such as that Charles I died in his bed.²¹⁴ Such
entities—false complexly signifiables, or false propositions in re—had in one
respect been allowed for in the 1903 theory, according to which ‘true and false
propositions alike are in some sense entities, and are in some sense capable of
being logical subjects’,²¹⁵ though the doctrine that only true propositions are
‘logically asserted’ threatened to compromise any such even-handed approach
to the unity, and hence reality, of both true and false propositions. At any
rate, however equivocal Russell’s 1903 position may have been, he now

²¹³ On some historical antecedents of these mistakes, see my [6], pp. 145–9; [13], pp. 200–5.
²¹⁴ See here N. Griffin [2], p. 134; B. Linsky [1], pp. 198–9; Weiss, pp. 263–5; Hylton [2], pp. 46–7;

Davidson [2], p. 106. These authors all take the rejection of false objectives to be the main motivation
for the new account, and I follow that view here; for a contrasting approach, see Stevens [2], pp. 30–6.

²¹⁵ [3], §52. Cf. Ricketts [4], p. 104; Imaguire, pp. 51–4.
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(in 1910) held the existence of false worldly propositions to be ‘in itself almost
incredible’.²¹⁶ In his 1904 critique of Meinong he had written:

It may be said—and this is, I believe, the correct view—that there is no problem at
all in truth and falsehood; that some propositions are true and some false, just as some
roses are red and some white. . . . What is truth, and what falsehood, we must merely
apprehend, for both seem incapable of analysis.²¹⁷

But his new position is that the postulation of false objectives ‘leaves the
difference between truth and falsehood quite inexplicable’, and ‘ultimate and
unanalysable, whereas it seems obvious that the difference between truth and
falsehood must be explicable by reference to fact’;²¹⁸ and in the introduction to
the first edition of Principia Mathematica we are told that, in the case of perceptual
judgements, ‘when we judge ‘‘a has the relation R to b’’, our judgment is said
to be true when there is a complex ‘‘a-in-the-relation-R-to-b’’, and is said to
be false when this is not the case’.²¹⁹

This was an expression of the correspondence theory of truth: the thesis
that whereas something corresponds to a true judgement,²²⁰ namely a fact or
complex on the ground, nothing corresponds to a false one. Whereas in the
earlier theory facts just were true objectives, the new theory seemed to require
Russell to draw an ontological distinction between worldly complexes (facts),
on the one hand, and true intentional contents of judgements (objectives),
on the other—these entities presumably becoming respectively the worldly
and intentional relata of the correspondence relation. At least, that is what
one would expect, but Russell’s version of the correspondence theory is of an
unusual and perplexing variety, for he continued to suppose that objectives,
if they exist, must be worldly entities. But he also wished to avoid having to
treat truth and falsehood differently by postulating the existence of true but
not false objectives, his reason for rejecting such a differential treatment being
that we would then be enabled, absurdly as he thought, ‘to discover the truth
or falsehood of a judgment merely by examining the intrinsic nature of the
judgment’.²²¹ Actually, his proffering this reason evinces Russell’s notoriously
unreliable memory: for given, as we have seen, that the propositions of the
1903 theory were officially held to be composed (in the normal case) of
worldly objects, rather than of linguistic signs or mental intentions, there ought

²¹⁶ [6], p. 152. Cf. [9], p. 109: ‘It seems plain that a false proposition is not itself an actual entity’.
²¹⁷ [15], pp. 75–6. ²¹⁸ [6], p. 152; [9], p. 153. Cf. N. Griffin [4], pp. 168–9.
²¹⁹ Whitehead and Russell, i, p. 43.
²²⁰ I adopt Russell’s new terminology, but the claim can obviously be made independently of his

chosen truth-bearers. (In 1918 Russell moved from talk of judgement to talk of belief.)
²²¹ [6], p. 153. Cf. [13], p. 187.
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to be nothing absurd, on that theory, in supposing that we should discover
the truth or falsehood of a judgement by inspecting the judged proposition.
On the contrary, that is exactly what you would expect the search for truth
to involve, since such a procedure cannot be distinguished from inspecting
reality.²²² So the dialectical position is thoroughly confused. Russell’s refusal
to treat true and false objectives differently only makes sense if objectives are
taken to be worldly as opposed to intentional entities; for if they were merely
intentional entities, one would not think that inspection of them could suffice
for discovering the truth about the world. But his criticism of the move he
refuses only bites on the presupposition that objectives are being taken to be
intentional as opposed to worldly entities; for if they were worldly entities,
it would be entirely reasonable to suppose that one could discover the truth
about the world by inspecting them.

In another respect, too, the abandonment of the earlier position was a
wrong turning. In his critique of Meinong, Russell had cogently identified
facts with true propositions, and he had offered a debunking explanation
of our undeniable inclination to treat true propositions as in some sense
ontologically privileged: we have a natural but erroneous tendency to attach
special importance to facts we can perceive.²²³ Russell’s decision to resile
from the position on propositions which he had taken up in 1903–4 was
highly regrettable. But, however inadequate his reasons, the fact was that
Russell now (in 1910) felt he had to reject the view that judgement is a
relation of a thinking subject to a single entity—an objective, true or false;
instead, he treated judgement as a multiple relation of that subject to each
of the constituents of the judgement (that is, to each of the referents of its
categorematic terms).²²⁴ Russell laid some stress on the point that the subject
is connected to those constituents by a single multiple relation, and not (or not
merely) by a plurality of dual relations to each of the constituents. The reason
for his insistence on this point was that he needed something to supply unity to
the act of judgement, now that he was denying that the judging subject enjoys
a single relation to a single, unified proposition. That unifying element was
supplied by the judging subject. The unity of the erstwhile proposition was

²²² Candlish [1], §2; [2], p. 59. It might be objected that Russell’s point may be that it would be
absurd to suppose we could discover the truth or falsity of a judgement by checking to see whether it
is a dyadic or multiple-relation judgement—true if the former, false if the latter (Hanks [2], p. 126).
But that checking process, in turn, cannot be distinguished, on the 1903 view of propositions, from
inspecting reality, since the logical form of the judgement depends on the existence or otherwise of the
objective which is the judgement’s intentional object.

²²³ [15], pp. 75–6.
²²⁴ [6], pp. 153–9; Whitehead and Russell, i, pp. 43–4. The 1910 position grew out of earlier

published materials, esp. [4]: see N. Griffin [4], p. 174; Hylton [2], p. 47 n. 11.
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thus dismantled at the level of the content of the judgement and reconstituted
in the mental activity of the judging subject, this activity being held to unite
elements that, taken in themselves, were unconnected.

Russell’s 1910 theory was intended, at least in part, to provide a solution to
the problem of false judgement, namely the problem that in doing away with
false objectives there no longer seemed to be anything for false judgements to
be of. But the new theory can also be read as an attempt to keep the issue
of the unity of the proposition separate from that of propositional truth or
falsity. For, on the new theory, what makes a judgement true is now officially
separated from what unifies it. When I judge that A loves B, the subordinate
relation ‘love’ appears not as a relation unifying the proposition that A loves B,
but as a constituent of the judgement on a level with A and B. Or we can
say, to borrow Russell’s earlier terminology,²²⁵ that the relation appears not as
a ‘relation actually relating’, but as a ‘relation in itself ’; in Frege’s terminology
(which I will explore in Chapter 3), the relation appears as a saturated object
rather than as an unsaturated concept.²²⁶ The task of unifying the proposition
that A loves B is removed from the (now subordinate) relation figuring in it
and transferred to the judging subject. And the subordinate relation, which,
now that the unifying function has been removed from it, is left to discharge
the role of propositional constituent, is assigned a further role, namely that
of a truth-maker. The relation ‘love’ has, then, to perform two tasks in the
judgement that A loves B: (i) as part of the judged proposition it is an entity
on all fours with the constituents A and B, making no special contribution
towards the unity of the judged proposition, judgemental unity being now
effected not by any propositional constituent but by the judging subject; (ii) as
truth-maker, the relation ‘love’, when the judgement is true, actually does relate
A and B on the ground.²²⁷

I have tried to restate the theory as neutrally as possible, but it is hard to do
so without thereby drawing attention to its incoherence. One respect in which
it is incoherent, which subsequently became clear to Russell himself, concerns
a point I have ignored in my exposition, namely the role the theory accords to
the direction of a relation. There is obviously a difference between A’s loving B
and B’s loving A, and correspondingly between my judgement that A loves B
and my judgement that B loves A. This directionality must, as Russell already
realized in 1910,²²⁸ be incorporated not (or not only) into the act of judgement,
but (also) into the judged relation itself: the constituent ‘love’ must, as he put it,
have a ‘sense’. But, as Russell quickly came to see, it is impossible for a relation

²²⁵ [3], §54. I quote this passage in §29. ²²⁶ Cf. Candlish [2], p. 62.
²²⁷ [6], p. 155. ²²⁸ [6], p. 158.
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to have sense or direction without thereby unifying its terms; conversely, if
the judged relation really is, as the multiple relation theory requires, a ‘relation
in itself ’, not a ‘relating actually relating’, then it cannot intelligibly be thought
of as having a ‘sense’.²²⁹ Russell’s response to this difficulty, integrated into the
account of judgement offered in The Problems of Philosophy of 1912,²³⁰ was to
transfer the function of providing ‘sense’ wholly to the act of judgement, thus
effectively going back on his previous insight that directionality must be part
of the judged relation. This move was not only implausible in itself; it also
highlighted what should have been obvious all along, namely that the duality
of function assigned to the subordinate relation figuring in the content of the
judgement—a duality which is indeed accentuated by the complete transfer of
‘sense’ away from that content to the judging act—cannot stand. The reason
for this is that incompatible commitments are being foisted on the subordinate
relation: on the one hand it is supposed to be a universal entity on all fours
with the other components of the judgement—a ‘relation in itself ’;²³¹ on the
other hand, in the case where the judgement is true, the subordinate relation
also figures as a particular ‘relation actually relating’—which must have ‘sense’.

Russell quickly came to regard the 1912 manœuvre as inadequate, but
the adjustment which he made in his 1913 manuscript Theory of Knowledge
merely consisted in adding an extra component to the act of judgement.
Russell now thought it inadequate simply to locate directionality in the act
of judgement: for while that might suffice to impose unity on judgements
involving non-symmetrical relations, it could not suffice to impose unity on
judgements involving symmetrical relations, such as the relation of similarity.
In this latter case the judger must (to take, as Russell does, the case of
dyadic relational propositions) additionally bring to bear ‘the general form of
dual complexes’, which Russell conveys in the expressions ‘something has
some relation to something’, and ‘something and something have a certain
relation’.²³² Presumably the idea is that, although in the case of any non-
symmetrical n-place relation too the judger must bring to bear the general form
of n-place complexes, that is automatically achieved in imposing directionality
on the relevant relation, so that here the judger has only one task to accomplish,
not two. (Russell has an ingenious account of what it is for a subject to make
a judgement involving a non-symmetrical relation: but we can disregard the
details here.²³³)

²²⁹ See here N. Griffin [1], p. 220; [2], p. 135; Geach [6], pp. 51–2; Candlish [1], §3; [2], p. 68;
Stevens [2], pp. 37–8.

²³⁰ [8], p. 73. ²³¹ Cf. N. Griffin [1], pp. 215–16. ²³² [9], pp. 114, 116.
²³³ See [9], pp. 144–8; Hochberg [2], p. 219; [5], pp. 203–7; N. Griffin [2], pp. 137–8.
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This manœuvre, however, aside from creating its own difficulties,²³⁴ fails
to address what is surely the fundamental awkwardness in Russell’s account
of judgement, namely that the unifying ingredient present at the level of
the act of judgement is absent at the level of what is judged (the content
of the judgement). And Russell now tells us that this unifying ingredient is
also missing as an ingredient of extra-mental reality: ‘in an actual complex,
the general form is not presupposed’.²³⁵ That is, the general form of n-place
complexes, while exemplified by an actual complex on the ground, is not a
constituent of it, as it is of an act of judgement.²³⁶ This point serves to bring
out what was anyway implicit in the earlier account, namely that Russell is in
effect working with two unifying ingredients: something that unifies an act of
judgement (the general form of n-place complexes), and something that unifies
complexes (facts) on the ground (the ‘relation actually relating’). In between
these we have the fragmented content of the judgement, containing as one
of its components the ‘relation in itself ’. But on this three-tier approach no
tier is isomorphic to any other: the act of judgement and the complex on the
ground are unified by virtue of completely different things (respectively, the
general form of n-place complexes, and the ‘relation actually relating’), while
the content of the judgement is not a unity at all.²³⁷

12 Russell on Truth, Falsity, and Unity (III): 1918

Already in Theory of Knowledge Russell had expressed doubt about the multiple
relation theory of judgement, since it gives us no indication how to handle
simple generalizations over propositions.²³⁸ But, quite apart from that point, it
is clear from what we have said that the multiple relation theory of judgement is
inadequate even to deal with the contexts for which it was designed: the judged
relation cannot figure merely as a ‘relation in itself ’ in the judgement, as the
theory proposes; rather, it has to figure as a ‘relation actually relating’. At last,
in his 1918 lectures ‘The Philosophy of Logical Atomism’, Russell came to see
this point. Since, however, he continued to treat the ‘relation actually relating’
as the truth-maker of the proposition, the result was open incoherence:

Suppose I take ‘A believes that B loves C’. ‘Othello believes that Desdemona loves
Cassio.’ There you have a false belief. You have this odd state of affairs that the verb

²³⁴ See Hylton [2], pp. 20–4; N. Griffin [1], §II. I discuss some of these difficulties in §71.
²³⁵ [9], p. 116; cf. [6], p. 158. ²³⁶ Cf. Hochberg [8], p. 13; Candlish [2], p. 73.
²³⁷ For further criticisms of the 1913 account, see Pears [2]; Candlish [2], pp. 87–8.
²³⁸ [9], p. 155; cf. Ricketts [4], p. 121 n. 50.
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‘loves’ occurs in that proposition and seems to occur as relating Desdemona to Cassio
whereas in fact it does not do so, but yet it does occur as a verb, it does occur in the
sort of way that a verb should do. I mean that when A believes that B loves C, you
have to have a verb in the place where ‘loves’ occurs. You cannot put a substantive
in its place. Therefore it is clear that the subordinate verb (i.e., the verb other than
believing) is functioning as a verb, and seems to be relating two terms, but as a matter
of fact does not [do so] when a judgment happens to be false.²³⁹

And Russell immured himself further by imposing on any solution the
following two unattractive constraints:

The first is the impossibility of treating the proposition believed as an independent
entity, entering as a unit into the occurrence of the belief, and the other is the
impossibility of putting the subordinate verb on a level with its terms as an object term
in the belief.²⁴⁰

But these constraints must be rejected in any adequate account of judgement
and propositional unity: the first constraint has to be rejected because to treat
the subordinate proposition as a unity is a precondition of making sense of
judgement as being what it manifestly is: it is a propositional attitude, an attitude
to entities that occur as unities outside propositional-attitude contexts; the
second constraint has to be rejected as a consequence of our rejecting the first.

It follows that, unwinding, we are forced back to a recognition of the
existence of false objectives: there must, after all, be such things as that
Charles I died in his bed, figuring both as objects of propositional attitudes
and as propositions in re. Russell’s difficulties have stemmed fundamentally
from his failure to make a sharp separation between (i) whatever it is that
unifies a proposition, regardless whether that proposition be judged or not, and
regardless of its truth-value, and (ii) whatever it is (if anything) that determines
whether the relevant proposition is true or false. The confusion was certainly
abetted, and perhaps in some measure instigated, by his reliance on the notion
of ‘a relation actually relating’. For this phrase is fatally ambiguous between
the two roles that Russell has tried, incoherently, to combine: the relation as
unifier, and the relation as truth-maker.²⁴¹

That part of the explanation for the confusion is that Russell was indeed
stumbling over the word ‘actual’ is suggested by the passage in Theory of
Knowledge leading up to his introduction of the idea that the subject must (in
the case of dyadic relational judgements) bring to bear ‘the general form of
dual complexes’:

What is the proof that we must understand the ‘form’ before we can understand the
proposition? I held formerly that the objects alone sufficed, and that the ‘sense’ of

²³⁹ [13], p. 225. ²⁴⁰ [13], p. 226. ²⁴¹ Cf. Sainsbury [1], pp. 21–2; Stevens [3], p. 130.
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the relation of understanding would put them in the right order;²⁴² this, however,
no longer seems to me to be the case. Suppose we wish to understand ‘A and B are
similar’. It is essential that our thought should, as is said, ‘unite’ or ‘synthesize’ the two
terms and the relation; but we cannot actually ‘unite’ them, since either A and B are
similar, in which case they are already united, or they are dissimilar, in which case no
amount of thinking can force them to become united.²⁴³

The relation actually relating cannot after all, it seems, be the relation actually
relating, because it is not inevitably a relation actually relating. That looks
incoherent, but the apparent stumbling-block is an illusion: had Russell seen
that the essential point is that the relation as unifier cannot also be a truth-maker,
because we have to allow for the possibility that the proposition in question is
false (and that, in any case, we need no truth-maker, a claim I will substantiate
in the next chapter), no spectre of incoherence would have arisen.

I will return in later chapters to examine these and further aspects of
Russell’s 1903–18 treatments of the nature of the proposition and the question
of its unity. For the moment the moral of my brief excursus through those
treatments is that three issues have to be kept clearly separate: the unity of
the proposition, the truth-value of a proposition, and the act of asserting or
judging a proposition to be true. An account of the first of these issues should
not stray into the terrains set aside for accounts of the second and third issues:
for a unified proposition can be false, and need not figure in assertoric mode
or in an act of judgement.

²⁴² ‘Put them in the right order’ means here, despite appearances, not supply direction to them—in
this context, as is clear, we have to do with an account which must be adequate for symmetrical relations,
as well as non-symmetrical ones—but simply unify them: see Hylton [1], pp. 344–5; Candlish [2],
pp. 69–70.

²⁴³ [9], p. 116.
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